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ABSTRACT 
 

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate that Cantate pour l’inauguration du 

Musée de l’Homme, op. 164, Darius Milhaud’s musical setting of a poem by Robert 

Desnos, can be made accessible to choral ensembles by employing a choir in addition to 

the vocal quartet traditionally used in performances, thereby reflecting more accurately 

the poet’s concept of the work, even though these indications are not present in 

Milhaud’s musical score. 

In order to provide conductors and scholars with the tools to understand and 

perform Cantate pour l’inauguration du Musée de l’Homme, in this document I describe 

the work, analyze its poetic and musical structure, trace its performance history and 

practice, and suggest ways to realize Desnos’s original concept of the work. I also present 

some possible explanations as to why Milhaud did not include any indication for vocal 

performance forces in Cantate pour l’inauguration du Musée de l’Homme, and why he 

himself performed the work with vocal quartet and not with choir. Finally, I propose that 

employing a choir in addition to soloists for Cantate pour l’inauguration du Musée de 

l’Homme is consistent with the performance history of Milhaud’s other vocal quartet 

works of similar style. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Overview 

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate that Cantate pour l’inauguration du 

Musée de l’Homme, op. 1641 Darius Milhaud’s musical setting of a poem by Robert 

Desnos, can be made accessible to choral ensembles by employing a choir in addition to 

the vocal quartet traditionally used in performances, thereby reflecting more accurately 

the poet’s concept of the work, even though these indications are not present in 

Milhaud’s musical score. 

In order to provide conductors and scholars with the tools to understand and 

perform Cantate de l’Homme, in this document I describe the work, analyze its poetic 

and musical structure, traces its performance history and practice, and suggest ways to 

realize Desnos’s original concept of the work. I also present some possible explanations 

as to why Milhaud did not include any indication for vocal performance forces in Cantate 

de l’Homme and why he himself performed the work with vocal quartet and not with 

choir. Finally, I propose that employing a choir for Cantate de l’Homme is consistent 

with the performance history of Milhaud’s other vocal quartet works of similar style. 

                                                 
1
 Cantate pour l’inauguration du Musée de l’Homme: “Cantata for the Inauguration of the 

Museum of Man” – henceforth referred to as Cantate de l’Homme. 
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Intent and Scope of Study 

In 1937 the Vicomte Charles de Noailles2 and Henri Monnet3 commissioned 

Darius Milhaud (1892-1974) to compose a cantata on the subject of human evolution to 

commemorate the inauguration of Paris’s new Musée de l’Homme. The museum had 

been built to exhibit the remarkable ethnographic collections previously housed in the 

decaying Palais du Trocadéro.4 Milhaud’s composition for this occasion, Cantate de 

l’Homme, was the setting of a text written expressly for the commission by French 

surrealist poet Robert Desnos (1900-1945).5 Renowned French composer and conductor 

Manuel Rosenthal (1904-2003) conducted the first official public performance of Cantate 

de l’Homme with the Radio-Lille Orchestra on 11 October 1937.6 Seven months later, 

Milhaud conducted the performance at the museum’s inauguration on 21 June 1938.7 

Cantate de l’Homme was not performed again until 1947, when it had its American debut 

at The Juilliard School in New York. While little is known about the first two 

                                                 
2
 Vicomte Charles de Noailles (1891-1981): patron of the arts. He was married to Marie-Laure 

Bischoffshein, Vicomtesse de Noailles, one of the twentieth century’s most influential patrons of the arts. 
Encyclopaedia Britannica Online, http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/416829/Louis-Marie-
vicomte-de-Noailles (accessed 28 March 2009). 

3
 Henri Monnet: French statesman. Conseil Constitutionnel, http://www.conseil-

constitutionnel.fr/conseil-constitutionnel/francais/les-decisions/depuis-1958/decisions-par-
date/1965/nomination-de-m.-henri-monnet/decision-nomination-de-m-henri-monnet-du-23-fevrier-
1965.6653.html (accessed 28 March 2009). 

4
 Darius Milhaud, My Happy Life (London: M. Boyars, 1995), 189. Palais du Trocadéro: name of 

the palace built for the Paris World’s Fair of 1878. It served as a concert hall that housed the first large 
organ installed in a concert hall in France. The palace was demolished in 1937 and replaced by the current 
Palais de Chaillot. This new building is the home of many different museums in several fields, such as 
cinema, maritime history, and anthropology, as well as the Cinémathèque. Musée Nationale de la Marine, 
http://www.musee-marine.fr/site/fr/presentation_palais_chaillot_trocadero (accessed 12 April 2009). 

5
 Robert Desnos and Marie Claire Dumas, Œuvres (Paris: Gallimard, 1999), 801. 

6
 Two early catalogues of Milhaud’s music, those edited by Elena Fels Noth and Georges Beck, 

list the first performance as taking place at the Paris Conservatory. This performance may have been a 
private or preview performance, but it is not mentioned in any other source. See Appendix G. 

7
 See Appendix M for detailed information on museum records regarding the first performance. 
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performances, the printed program of the 1947 Juilliard concert indicates that the 

soprano, alto, tenor, and bass (SATB) voice parts were performed by a vocal quartet.8 

The first known American performance of Cantate de l’Homme after its 1947 

U.S. premiere took place in 2003 when Dr. Nicole Paiement conducted the work at the 

University of California at Santa Cruz.9 I had the privilege of singing in this performance 

as a chorister. The program from the Juilliard performance, under Milhaud’s baton, 

indicates that soloists sang the vocal parts, but Paiement employed a choir in addition to 

the SATB solo quartet and used the two groups in alternation. I found that her approach 

was an effective way to execute this dramatically and musically rich composition. As 

someone who appreciated this interpretation, I set out to investigate Milhaud’s 

performance practice of this largely unknown work. My intent was to discover whether or 

not the inclusion of the choir could be supported by historical evidence. My first step was 

to explore the elements in the score that might have inspired Paiement to employ a choir 

in alternation with the soloists in the first place. 

Cantate de l’Homme is scored for narrator, SATB voices, and a chamber 

instrumental ensemble consisting of piccolo, flute, oboe, alto saxophone, bassoon, 

percussion, and piano.10 It was Milhaud’s practice to list the forces used on the title page 

of each of his published works. Because Cantate de l’Homme was published 
                                                 

8
 See Appendix H for a reprint of the League of Composers program. 

9
 Dr. Nicole Paiement is the Director of Ensembles at the University of California at Santa Cruz 

where she conducts the University Chamber Singers, University Orchestra, and opera productions. She is 
the director of the New Music Ensemble and the BluePrint project at the San Francisco Conservatory of 
Music, and Ensemble Parallèle, her professional ensemble. Nicole Paiement, http://www.nicolepaiement. 
com/index.html (accessed 20 November 2008). 

10
 See Appendix F for instrumentation by movement, Appendix E for detailed instrumentation and 

translations, and Appendix C for glossary of terms and detailed information on percussion instruments. 
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posthumously in 1986 and Milhaud never produced a title page, the interpreter is left only 

with the composer’s markings along the bracket on the first page of the score. Here 

Milhaud simply marks soprano, alto, tenor, and bass, without specifying solo quartet or 

choir, as seen in Musical Example 1.1. The remainder of the score is marked by a 

comparable lack of specificity. 
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Musical Example 1.1  Cantate de l’Homme Movement I, measures 1-4.
11

 
 

                                                 
11

 Darius Milhaud, Cantate pour l’inauguration du Musée de l’Homme, op. 164 (Paris: Éditions 
Salabert, 1986), 1. Examples printed with the kind authorization of les Éditions Salabert. 
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Performance tradition notwithstanding, the lack of precise indications leaves the 

conductor to make certain performance decisions. One approach is to determine the 

simplest way of performing the work, which would be to use either a choir or a solo 

quartet throughout. Using a combination of the two presents various challenges and is not 

necessarily the simplest solution. Milhaud’s vocal writing, however, features two distinct 

textures, one with multiple voice parts presented homorhythmically, and the other using 

only one voice part with more melodic interest. The type of homorhythmic writing seen 

in Musical Example 1.2 is typical of Milhaud’s choral works. 

 

 

Musical Example 1.2  Cantate de l’Homme Movement I, measures 8-10.12 
 

 The excerpt in Musical Example 1.3 of Milhaud’s Cantate de la guerre, op. 213 

(for mixed choir) displays characteristics similar to those in the excerpt from Cantate de 

l’Homme in Musical Example 1.2. Both examples illustrate syllabic text setting, narrow 

vocal ranges, small melodic intervals, homorhythm throughout all four voice parts, 

                                                 
12

 Ibid., 3. 
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relatively short phrases, and repeated rhythms with small subdivision of the beats that are 

based on the natural cadence of the language. 

 

 
 

Musical Example 1.3  Cantate de la guerre Movement I, measures 37-38.
13 

 

In contrast, the sections where the vocal texture is limited to one voice part exhibit a 

certain degree of vocal virtuosity that lends itself to performance by a soloist rather than a 

group of singers, as seen in Musical Example 1.4. 

 

                                                 
13 Darius Milhaud, Cantate de la guerre, op. 213 (New York: G. Schirmer, Inc., 1942), 8. 
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Musical Figure 1.4  Cantate de l’Homme Movement VII, measures 268-271.

14
 

 

The most prevalent features of this type of writing are the wide vocal range, large 

intervallic leaps, long-breathed phrases, and longer note values. It is possible, then, to 

employ both a choir and a vocal quartet in a manner that would make use of Milhaud’s 

two distinct writing styles in this work. In addition to highlighting the textural differences 

between these writing styles, the inclusion of more than one voice on a part in the 

sections that are essentially homorhythmic has two main desirable effects: it solves 

balance issues between the voices and the orchestra, and it greatly enhances the dramatic 

impact of the text. 

As an experienced conductor and long-time interpreter of Milhaud’s music, 

Paiement made performance decisions based primarily on her desire to enhance the 

textural contrast of Milhaud’s writing, resolve the practical issue of balance between the 

                                                 
14 Darius Milhaud, Cantate de l’Homme, 46. 
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instruments and the voices, and highlight the dramatic aspects of the text. To this end, she 

opted to use both soloists and choir for the performance of this work.15 

During the course of my study of Cantate de l’Homme, I discovered that Desnos’s 

poem supports a performance with choir and soloists in alternation, and that Milhaud 

allowed for his compositions to be performed using these alternating forces. In addition, 

circumstances surrounding Milhaud’s performances of Cantate de l’Homme seemed 

directly to affect his choice of performing forces. 

My own performance of the work with the University of Arizona’s Arizona Choir 

in 2009 gave me ample opportunity to test the effectiveness of my conclusions.16 In my 

performance I attempted to reflect Desnos’s poetic intentions. In addition, the choir 

demonstrated the various interpretation options of the work by singing excerpts first 

using solo quartet only, then by singing those same excerpts with choir. These 

demonstrations served to highlight the problems in Milhaud’s setting of the text and how 

these problems would be solved through the use of Desnos’s vocal groupings. 

 

Justification for the Study 

Darius Milhaud’s catalogue of over 400 works spans seven decades. His output 

encompasses most genres of music of his time, including opera, chamber, orchestral, 

                                                 
15

 Paiement has performed Cantate de l’Homme several times and has changed some of her 
decisions in each performance to best suit the given circumstances. Cantate de l’Homme was performed for 
the concert titled “Milhaud’s America” at Old First Church in San Francisco, California, March 2003, and 
at the University of California at Santa Cruz, February 2003. The interpretation used for the purposes of 
this study is from a recording of the live February 2003 performance. Nicole Paiement, http://www.nicole 
paiement.com/index.html (accessed 20 November 2008). 

16
 Lecture Recital: 1 May 2009, 2:00 p.m., The University of Arizona School of Music, room 232. 
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choral, vocal, and solo instrumental works.17 His choral works range from short 

children’s songs to complex settings of Jewish religious texts. Nearly fifty works within 

Milhaud’s compositional output are set for choir. 

Composed in 1937, Cantate de l’Homme lies early in Milhaud’s output and is one 

of the few works that is scored specifically for vocal quartet and chamber ensemble. 

Others in this list include L’annonce faite à Marie, op. 117; Adages, op. 120b; Pan et la 

Syrinx, op. 130; Les amours de Ronsard, op. 132; and Suite de sonnets, op. 401.18 

Available information on Cantate de l’Homme remains sparse, largely as a result of its 

posthumous publication. The writings that do exist are limited to anecdotes related to its 

performance at the Paris World’s Fair of 1937. An unpublished lecture titled Musical 

Semantics in Darius Milhaud’s “Cantate pour l’inauguration du Musée de l’Homme,” 

op. 164, presented by University of Sherbrooke professor Jacinthe Harbec in 2006, 

contains the most extensive research done on this composition. Harbec’s formidable 

analysis focuses on the structural and dramatic aspects of the work, and deals only briefly 

with performance issues. She kindly sent a written version of this lecture to me for the 

purposes of this study. 

Little information is available regarding Milhaud’s vocal music and performance 

practice in general. Milhaud’s lifelong friend and advocate, Paul Collaer, in his detailed 

book on Milhaud, includes a short discussion of Milhaud’s cantatas and describes these 

works with regard to musical language and choice of text, but makes no mention of 
                                                 

17
 Catalogued compositions begin in 1910 and end in 1973, the year of his death. Paul Collaer, 

Darius Milhaud (Paris: Éditions Slatkine, 1982), 564-578. 
18

 See Appendix I for works listed under “Accompanied vocal ensemble: vocal quartet and 
chamber ensemble.” 
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Cantate de l’Homme. Barbara L. Kelly’s book, Tradition and Style in the Works of 

Darius Milhaud 1912-1939 (2003), deals with Milhaud’s compositional language and 

influences. Cantate de l’Homme is not included in her study. Milhaud’s two memoirs, 

Notes sans musique (1953), and Ma vie heureuse (1973), offer no information on how 

Milhaud made decisions to set some works with alternate performing forces. 

Aside from these publications, there are several PhD dissertations and DMA 

documents written on Milhaud’s music. Of the DMA documents only three relate to 

Milhaud’s vocal compositions: one is a study of Milhaud’s vocal works set to religious 

texts and two are about his unaccompanied vocal works.19 None discusses Cantate de 

l’Homme at length. The only commercial recording of this work, Œuvres pour quatuor 

vocal et instruments, is neither in print nor commercially available.20 

Finding Desnos’s poem also proved to be difficult. From the many books 

published on Desnos’s life and works, Cantate de l’Homme appears only in a French 

publication of Desnos’s works, compiled and edited by Marie Claire Dumas and titled 

Œuvres (1999). Paiement did not have access to this source when she studied the work 

and made her performance decisions. Besides the published work, manuscript sections of 

the poem appear in a book titled L’étoile de mer : Desnos et les Milhaud, published by 

the Association of Friends of Robert Desnos, which also contains letters exchanged 

                                                 
19

 William Bradley Roberts, Darius Milhaud and His Choral Works With Biblical Texts: A 
Conductor’s Study (DMA document, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1984). 

Kenneth Dorsey Hodgson, An Examination of the Compositions by Darius Milhaud for 
Unaccompanied Mixed Voices (DMA document, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1979). 

Robert M. Larson, Stylistic Characteristics in A Cappella Composition in the United States, 1940-
1953: As Indicated by the Works of Jean Berger, David Diamond, Darius Milhaud, and Miklos Rozsa (PhD 
dissertation, Northwestern University, 1953). 

20
 See Appendix L for commercial recording information. 
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between Desnos and the Milhaud family, as well as several manuscript facsimiles of the 

poet’s other works.21 

My study consolidates existing information on Cantate de l’Homme and expands 

our understanding of possible performance practices appropriate for the composer’s vocal 

works. 

                                                 
21

 Thomas Simonnet, L’étoile de mer : Desnos et les Milhaud (Paris: Association des Amis de 
Robert Desnos, 2008). 
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CHAPTER TWO: 
 

CANTATE POUR L’INAUGURATION DU MUSÉE DE L’HOMME 
 

Milhaud, Desnos, and the Genesis of Cantate de l’Homme 

Desnos and Milhaud set out to explore in music and language the central 
questions of the Museum of Man: What is humanity? Where has it come 
from, and what is it becoming? The [cantata] depicted human history as a 
progression from its primitive animalistic beginnings to a modernity 
marked equally by ingenious endeavor and frightening misstep.22

 
 

In 1937 Europe was on the brink of a war that would change the world. France 

was experiencing its own political turmoil, with a rapidly changing government that 

drove the country to increasingly militant left and right extremes. The moderate parties, 

in an effort to revitalize their people as well as their image in the world, agreed that 

something remarkable had to be done.23
 They wanted to display the best that France had 

to offer, and the best way to do this was to repeat an event that had proven successful in 

the past: an international exposition. The 1937 Exposition internationale des arts et 

techniques dans la vie moderne,24 as it was called, was the fifth World’s Fair held in 

France; the previous four had taken place in Paris in 1855, 1867, 1889, and 1900.25 

France’s music community was not spared the instability that plagued the country. 

Composers Charles-Marie Widor (who had been one of Milhaud’s teachers), Louis 

                                                 
22

 Nathaniel Berman in Mills Music Festival Milhaud Program, http://www.mills.edu/ 
musicfestival/Milhaud_Program.pdf (accessed 10 March 2009). 

23
 Nigel Simeone, “Music at the 1937 Paris Exposition: The Science of Enchantment,” The 

Musical Times 143 [2002]: 9. 
24

 Exposition internationale des arts et techniques dans la vie moderne: “International Exposition 
of Art and Technology in Modern Life” – henceforth referred to as the 1937 Paris World’s Fair. 

25
 Nigel Simeone, “Music at the 1937 Paris Exposition,” 9. 
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Vierne, Gabriel Pierné, Albert Roussel, and Maurice Ravel all died in 1937.26 Despite 

these losses, there was no lack of composers making significant contributions to the 

exposition’s festivities. 

The event planners called upon the most renowned composers of the time to write 

works for the Fêtes de la lumière, or “Festival of Lights.” These were “spectacular sound, 

water and light shows along the banks of the Seine accompanied by works specially 

commissioned by the city of Paris.”27 Aside from Milhaud, among the eighteen 

composers commissioned to write works were Arthur Honegger, Jacques Ibert, Charles 

Koechlin, Olivier Messiaen, and Manuel Rosenthal.28 The concert guide for the 

exposition includes an article describing the overall concept and how the works were to 

be performed: 

Conceived by the architect Eugène Baudoin [recte Beaudouin], the Fêtes 
de la lumière takes as their setting the banks of the Seine, from the Pont 
des Invalides to the Îsle des Cygnes. In a close union of light and sound 
waves, they constitute a sort of immense symphony of light and water, 
supported and glorified by music. The visual plan is the guiding force, the 
musical score an accompaniment, the goal being to highlight the beauty of 
light (using effects of water and steam, of smoke, of colours, of infinitely 
varied intensity).29  
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The commissioned works were pre-recorded and fed through loudspeakers placed 

throughout Paris, including in the fountains on the Seine, throughout the Eiffel Tower, 

and, in some instances, from specially equipped airplanes.30 

Milhaud’s composition for the exposition was titled La fête de la lumière, op. 159, 

which he called a ballet céleste.31 The unpublished work is scored for unspecified solo 

voice, flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, three saxophones, trumpet, horn, trombone, tuba, 

percussion, harp, piano, three violins, viola, and cello.32 Similar to Cantate de l’Homme, 

the piece ends with a poem by Paul Claudel (1868-1955) specifically written for the 

occasion.33 The work was played four times during the festival.34 Although the 

instrumental forces for La fête de la lumière are greater than those for Cantate de 

l’Homme, Milhaud’s personality as a composer is evident in both works by his addition 

of saxophones, piano, and percussion to the traditional roster of orchestral instruments. 

Music was only one of the elements that captured the imagination since the fair 

produced architectural monuments that are still part of the city. Among these numerous, 

newly built structures was the Palais de Chaillot, which housed two museums: the Musée 

Nationale de la Marine and the Musée de l’Homme.35 The head of the Musée de 
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l’Homme was museologist Georges-Henri Rivière (1897-1985), who had the immense 

task of moving the collection from the Trocadéro museum to its new home. Rivière 

recounts that it was Professor Paul Rivet, head of the National Museum of Popular Arts 

and Traditions, who founded the museum, and it was he who asked Rivière in 1928 to 

embark on the new project, the completion of which would take almost an entire decade. 

Besides his work as a museologist, Rivière was also a musician and was at one time 

choirmaster at Saint-Louis-en-l’Ile, so it comes as no surprise that he and Milhaud ran in 

similar social circles.36 

It was during this time in the early 1930s that Desnos became involved with the 

development of the Collège de Sociologie, spearheaded by Georges Bataille, Michel 

Leiris, and Roger Caillois, who were also working on the new Musée de l’Homme.37 By 

the 1930s Desnos had joined the team, and his work at the museum focused on scientific 

research and helping with the move.38 Rivière and Desnos became close friends through 

their work at the museum and it was through Rivière that Desnos and Milhaud joined 

forces to create the work for the museum’s inauguration. 
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Robert Desnos: The Poet and His Work 

Desnos and Surrealism 

Along with such figures as André Breton (1896-1966), and Paul Éluard (1895-

1952), Robert Desnos is considered to be one of the founders of the surrealist movement, 

which lasted from 1922 to 1969.39 Surrealism began as a cultural movement after World 

War I and was a reaction against “excessive rational thought” and middle-class virtues, 

which were characterized by “restrained discipline.”40 In his Surrealist Manifesto of 

1924, Breton defined surrealism as “pure psychic automatism.”41 Automatism is regarded 

as being the movement’s defining activity, containing elements of “surprise, unexpected 

juxtapositions and non sequitur,” and in essence “giving free reign to the unconscious 

mind.”42 According to Desnos scholar Katharine Conley, it was Desnos who “shaped the 

very definition of surrealism, who inspired Bretonian surrealism.”43 She goes on to say 

that “he [Desnos] was the laboratory of the surrealist project. His automatic experiences 

during the so-called periods of sleep – experiments with trancelike, hypnotic states of 

unconsciousness – inspired Breton to declare in the summer of 1924, ‘Surrealism is the 

order of the day and Desnos is its prophet.’”44 
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Unlike his surrealist colleagues, Desnos had an interest outside of his immediate 

intellectual literary circles and worked in journalism and public relations. Desnos’s work 

outside his surrealist milieu led to the slow disintegration of his relationship with key 

members of the group, especially Breton. That Desnos became involved with Bataille and 

the Collège de Sociologie during this time was telling: Bataille and his colleagues were in 

direct opposition to the philosophical views of Breton and the surrealists.45 Desnos’s final 

break with the surrealists came in 1930, when the movement turned from anarchism to 

communism.46 

Despite his severance from the group, Desnos continued to write in a surrealist 

style, but he ventured into new types of writing as well. From 1932 to 1939 he was 

deeply involved with writing for radio programs, particularly advertisements, which he 

called “another type of poetry.”47 Desnos explains, “I threw myself passionately into the 

almost mathematical, yet intuitive, work of adapting words to music, of fabricating 

sentences, proverbs and mottoes for advertising, the primary exigency of this work being 

a return to the people’s taste in the way of rhyme.”48 His writings from this time proved to 

be popular with prominent contemporary composers. Poulenc and Honegger, among 
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others, set his works to music. During this period, Desnos also wrote two cantatas with 

Milhaud, Les quatre éléments (1938), and Cantate de l’Homme.49 

In the hopeful resolution of Cantate de l’Homme, Desnos’s deep “commitment to 

human liberty and dignity,” as Conley puts it, shines through the darkness of the times in 

which he lived.50 Desnos would not see his dream of a peaceful Europe realized, instead, 

he fell victim to the most sinister side of humanity. Because of his involvement in the 

French Resistance, the poet was arrested by the Gestapo in 1944. He was first sent to the 

concentration camp at Auschwitz and was later transferred to Terezin, Czechoslovakia. 

Although allied forces liberated the camp in May of 1945, Desnos succumbed to typhoid 

and malnutrition, and he died on 8 June 1945 in Terezin.51 

 

Poetic Structure of Cantate de l’Homme 

Desnos explains his concept for the poem in one of his letters to Milhaud. He 

writes, “Here is how I envision: ‘L’homme’ – one narrator or two, a choir, the 

orchestra.”52 Even preceding the first drafts of the poem, Desnos’s idea of having a choir 

was integral to his concept. In the manuscript of Cantate de l’Homme (Figure 2.1), one 

can see the poet’s concept manifested. 
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Figure 2.1  First page of Desnos’s manuscript.
53 

 

Although the final version of the poem would look somewhat different from the early 

draft, the choral element remained constant (see Figure 2.2).  
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Cantate pour l’inauguration  
du Musée de l’Homme 
 

  dédiée au vicomte Charles de Noailles 
 
1. THÈME 
La terre inhabitée roule parmi les étoiles tandis que les éléments 
s’organisent et que la vie apparaît. 
 
CHŒUR 
Dans le ciel aux soleils dispersés, dans le ciel 
Soleils sans nom, azur sans nom, ciel anonyme 
Aucun œil n’a fixé la lumière et pourtant 
La terre roule et tourne et roule et roule et tourne 
Constellations, beaux chariots d’or, comètes fluides 
Ciel brisé, ardeur et vigueur, la terre roule 
Ardeur la terre roule et vigueur et chaleur, couleur et lumière 
 
Le chemin de la terre et tracé dans le ciel 
La terre tourne et roule et tourne et tourne et roule 
Ô destin somnambule entraîné par ton poids 
Sommeil de plomb, rêves de feu, la terre tourne 
Rien n’existait avant que l’homme ait vu les choses 
Et nommé d’un nom chaque chose en lieu et place 
Vigueur, le ciel s’allume et s’éteint tour à tour au fil des années. 
 
  Terre ! Terre ! Terre !  
  Nul vaisseau n’aperçoit tes rivages 
  Terre ! Terre ! Terre !  
  L’eau, le feu et l’air 
  L’air, le feu et l’eau 
  Terre ! Terre ! Terre !  
  Ah qu’il naisse et qu’il vienne et la viole 

 
Figure 2.2  Cantate de l’Homme Poem 1.

54 
 

From the indications in the early draft and the published poem, we know that Desnos 

envisioned a choir as the main vocal component of the work from its inception. 

Cantate de l’Homme is an amalgamation of Desnos’s writing styles: he combines 

elements of earlier automatism (characterized by repetition of certain words and phrases, 

and the stream-of-consciousness approach) with the new style he had developed while 

working in radio (characterized by more concise rhymed structures). 
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The cantata is a group of eleven Poems,55 the overall topic of which is the creation 

of the earth and humanity, and the struggle found in each stage of creation. The narration 

is tied together through “Themes,” so called by the poet, which introduce each section. 

Each “Theme” is introduced by a Narrator, who describes the overall Poem.56 The Poems 

are not individually titled, but they can be summarized thusly:57 

 
1) The earth rolls through the stars 

2) The earth before man 

3) The arrival of man on earth 

4) Man discovers the earth and its elements, the beings and things 

5) Man invents words – man discovers other men 

6) Man fights the things and beings – man discovers love 

7) Man admires his conquests – man invents gods 

8) Man fights man 

9) Man questions himself 

10)  Man destroys temples and idols 

11)  Man reconciles with man 

 

Desnos’s work starts with a dramatic introduction: the Big Bang and the creation 

of the heavens. The narrative begins in Poem 2 where the earth, a primitive planet, is 

created. Poems 3 and 4 introduce the first human sound, and people’s awareness of the 

earth and its elements. Unique to Poem 4, Desnos calls for a mime to take the stage and 
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enact the text recited by the Narrator. Poem 5 marks a pivotal moment in the work: 

humans discover that there are other people, they develop language, and the struggle 

turns from humans against nature, to humans against one another. Here for the first time 

Desnos includes text for the singers as characters in the story. In Poems 6 through 9, 

Desnos discusses the effects of industrialization and civilization, the struggle to survive, 

and the struggle to be free. Poem 10, which Milhaud does not set to music, involves the 

destruction of temples and idols.58 Finally, in Poem 11 humans reconcile with one 

another. 

At various points in the work, Desnos divides the texts between solo and chorus. 

Poems 1, 5, 6, and 11 are designated only for chorus, as in Figure 2.2. In Poem 7 the solo 

indication appears. Although there are entire Poems dedicated to the chorus, there are no 

whole Poems marked explicitly for soloist; there are only solo and chorus alternations, as 

seen in Poems 7 through 10. Figure 2.3 clearly shows Desnos’s divisions between choir 

and soloist. 

 
7. THÈME 
L’homme admire ses conquêtes. 
 
SOLO La terre était hostile. 
CHŒUR  La terre nous est soumise. 
 
SOLO La terre était aride. 
CHŒUR  Moissons aux tendres murmures. 
 
SOLO Nous avons fouillé la terre. 
CHŒUR  Charbon, charbon plein de flammes. 
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SOLO Le fer est notre esclave. 
CHŒUR  L’arme, l’outil et la chaîne. 
 
SOLO Nous avons bâti la maison. 
CHŒUR Et la prison ! 

 
SOLO Et le remède aux maladies 
CHŒUR  Et l’échafaud ! 
 
SOLO Terre ! Terre ! ô notre domaine 
  À la lumière de ton ciel 
  Nous vivons. 
  Terre ! Terre ! aux saisons diverses 
  Nous avons volé leurs trésors 
  Nous vivons. 
  Terre ! Terre ! à tes créatures 
  Nous avons ajouté les dieux 
  Nous vivons. 
 
CHŒUR  Fantômes ! voici les fantômes 
 
SOLO Soleil ! Soleil ! voici les dieux ! 
CHŒUR  Et la mort ! 

 
Figure 2.3  Cantate de l’Homme Poem 7.

59 
 

What is unclear, however, is what Desnos might have meant by the term Chœur, 

normally understood as the French equivalent of “choir” or “chorus.”60 At the very least, 

Desnos is asking for a single singer set against a group of singers. What is unclear is how 

Milhaud interpreted these indications. 
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Milhaud’s Score 

Cantate de l’Homme may be classified as a secular cantata, although it is difficult 

to define this term in the twentieth century because of the variety of forms and forces 

found in works with this moniker.61 Milhaud’s approach to this cantata was text-centered: 

the structure of the work was guided by the text itself, rather than by any predetermined 

formula of recitative, aria, chorale, chorus, and so forth, as is found in works of the 

Baroque composers who popularized the genre. Collaer gives an explanation of 

Milhaud’s cantata-like works in greater detail: 

 
The designation Cantate cuts across several vocal categories and implies 
neither a specific musical form nor a particular poetic type. There is great 
diversity especially in the choice of texts, for whereas songs have a certain 
lyric similarity no matter in what language they are written, the texts of 
cantatas can be narrative or dramatic, mythological or historical, and may 
be invectives or accolades. In one respect, cantatas are all alike: none is 
intended to be staged. They are meant either for church use or for 
performance on special occasions. Most composers have adopted a 
formula for their cantatas. Rameau and Bach, for example, always used 
alternating recitatives and arias, and in his religious cantatas Bach added 
choral sections based on Lutheran chorales. However, Milhaud’s cantatas 
assume several different formal arrangements, depending on the 
expressive characteristics of the particular text. About thirty of his works 
can be included in the cantata category, though not all have that explicit 
designation. Thirteen are for one or more soloists with instrumental 
accompaniment and sometimes a chorus; seven are for chorus and 
orchestra; seven for mixed chorus a cappella; and two for narrator with 
instrumental accompaniment. None of them is divided into arias and 
recitatives.62 
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Based on Desnos’s descriptive text, Cantate de l’Homme can be described best as a 

narrative cantata in which there is no development of plot, named characters, or dialogue 

between characters. Milhaud used the dramatic development of the narrative as his 

inspiration for the music. Just as Milhaud deviates from any structural recipe for this 

work, so does he call for performing forces that complement the text. Looking at other 

cantatas in his catalogue, one finds that in the twelve works containing “Cantata” in the 

title there is a large variety in performing forces, as seen in Table 2.1:  
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Table 2.1  List of selected cantata works and their performing forces.
63

 
 

Title Vocal Forces Instrumental Forces 

Cantata from Job, op. 413 baritone soloist 
mixed choir organ 

Cantata from Proverbs, op. 310 women’s choir harp, oboe, cello 

Cantate de la croix de charité, op. 381 soprano, and tenor soloists 
mixed choir 

2.3.3.2 – 2.2.2.0. 
timpani, percussion, strings 

Cantate de la guerre, op. 213 mixed choir unaccompanied 

Cantate de la paix, op. 166 men’s choir 
children’s choir unaccompanied 

Cantate de l’enfant et de la mère, op. 185 spoken voice piano and string quartet OR 
piano, flute, clarinet, violin, cello 

Cantate de l’initiation, op. 388 mixed choir 
organ OR 
2.2.0.2 – 2.2.0.0 
percussion, strings 

Cantate de psaumes, op. 425 solo voice (unspecified) 2.1.2.1 – 0.1.0.0 
percussion, harp, strings 

Cantate nuptiale, op. 168 solo voice (unspecified) 2.2.2.2 – 2.2.2.0 
harp, timpani, percussion, strings 

Cantate de l’Homme, op. 164 spoken voice 
soprano, alto, tenor, bass 

flute, oboe, saxophone, bassoon, 
percussion, piano 

Cantate pour louer le Seigneur, op. 103 mixed choir 
children’s choir 

1.1.1.1. – 1.1.1.0 
timpani, percussion, strings, organ 

Cantate sur des poèmes de Chaucer, op. 386 mixed choir 2.2.2.2 – 2.2.2.0 
timpani, percussion, strings 

 

It is unclear how or why Milhaud chose the particular instrumentation for Cantate 

de l’Homme. It seems that he wanted to match the tessitura of the voices with like 

aerophones: the soprano is matched with flute, the alto with oboe, the tenor with 

saxophone, and the bass with bassoon. The use of the saxophone in place of the obvious 

woodwind that would be in its stead, the clarinet, is jazz-inspired.64 Influenced by the 
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expressive characteristics of Desnos’s text, Milhaud explored each instrument’s timbral 

uniqueness and range, and used orchestration to dramatic effect. Milhaud could have set 

the work for strings paired with piano and percussion. The woodwinds he chose instead 

afforded him a timbral contrast, not only between each of the woodwinds, but between 

them and the voices as well. The piano and percussion are not used percussively only, but 

also add a variety of color to the music. In the orchestral writing, there are both 

homophonic and solo sections, which display the agility of the players and the full range 

of volume and color from the orchestral instruments. An example of Milhaud’s 

homophonic writing is seen in Musical Example 1.2 (page 17), while Musical Example 

1.4 (page 19) contains more soloistic writing. 

Milhaud scores the voices in much the same manner as the orchestral instruments, 

both homophonically and soloistically. By setting the voices in this manner he creates 

distinct roles for them throughout the work. There are instances where Milhaud will set 

all four voice parts to depict humanity as a whole. At time he sets a single voice to 

represent the individual. Other times the voices neither represent humanity nor the 

individual, but comment on natural phenomena instead. Milhaud’s aim is to always 

dramatically communicate the text. 

In order to understand why there are such variances writing styles – homophonic 

and soloistic – in this work and how they compare with Desnos’s indications in the poem, 

it is essential first to discuss issues in Milhaud’s first two performances of the work and 

the problems he may have been facing. We know that a choir (meaning more than one 

voice per part) was not used for the first three performances in which Milhaud was 
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personally involved. There may be several reasons that could explain why Milhaud did 

not incorporate larger forces. His choice of using vocal quartet instead of a choir might 

best be explained by the practical concerns surrounding the inaugural performance, such 

as the size of the venue. Although the premiere of Cantate de l’Homme took place in the 

studios of Radio Paris, the work in fact was conceived with the Museum of Man’s lecture 

room in mind, and where Milhaud eventually conducted the work for the first time some 

eight months later. In his memoirs Milhaud recalls this inaugural performance as having 

taken place before a “tightly-packed crowd in the lecture-room of the museum.” 65 

According to Alice Lemaire, the museum’s archivist, the “tightly-packed lecture-room” 

that Milhaud recalled is the first-floor conference room, a space measuring 180 square 

meters (1937.52 square feet).66 Although these dimensions are large enough to 

accommodate a 20-to-40-person choir, according to Lemaire, the conference room is 

small for a concert venue, especially given the importance of the event and the work.67 It 

is possible that Milhaud tailored the performing forces of the work to the performance 

space. 

Aside from the space constraints, Milhaud may have had little access to the 

resources necessary to produce the work with a choir. Nearly all of Milhaud’s choral-

orchestral works were commissioned by or composed for existing ensembles.68 It is likely 

that Milhaud did not have access to a choir through the museum. As Milhaud did not hold 
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an academic position at the time of the commission (which would have given him greater 

access to an established choir that could incorporate his works into its performance 

schedule), the simplest, most efficient, and cost-effective way for Milhaud to perform the 

work was to involve the fewest musicians possible.69 Harbec presents other possibilities 

why Milhaud did not use a choir: 1) Milhaud may have been faced with financial 

constraints, 2) one of the terms of the commission may have been to write the cantata for 

a quartet of soloists, and 3) Milhaud may have had in mind four specific singers.70 

If Milhaud’s choice to use a vocal quartet was based on the restrictive 

circumstances surrounding the inaugural performance, one might question why Milhaud 

chose again to perform the work with soloists in the Juilliard performance when the 

circumstances were different. In fact, although Cantate de l’Homme had its American 

premiere at Juilliard on 7 January 1947, it was to have its debut at a concert that had 

taken place just nine days before, on 29 December 1946 in New York. The Juilliard 

concert was a reprise of an event sponsored by the League of Composers, which devoted 

an entire program to Milhaud’s music. The repertoire, of Milhaud’s choosing, consisted 

of four of his cantatas: Cantate de l’Homme, Les amours des Ronsard, Adages, and Pan 

et la Syrinx.71 Milhaud recalled that he selected these works “because music of this kind 

                                                 
69

 No documents or information have been located regarding payment for the musicians for the 
inaugural performance of Cantate de l’Homme. 

70
 Information obtained from Jacinthe Harbec’s PowerPoint presentation from her lecture. 

71
 “December 29, 1946, the League of Composers honored Darius Milhaud with a concert in 

which he conducted his own works at the Museum of Modern Art. An ensemble including Juilliard 
musicians performed three cantatas: Les amours de Ronsard; Adages; Pan et la Syrinx; and the woodwind 
quintet La cheminée du Roi René. On 7 January 1947, Milhaud visited Juilliard to meet with student 
composers and conduct a concert of four cantatas: the three works performed at the Museum of Modern Art 
as well as the U.S. premiere of Cantate de l’Homme, with text by Robert Desnos. The composer’s wife, 
Madeleine Milhaud, narrated the Juilliard event.” The Juilliard Journal Online, http://www.juilliard.edu/ 
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is rarely heard in the United States.”72 Milhaud conducted both the League of Composers 

and Juilliard performances and gave commentary on the program. According to Milhaud, 

“Apart from the soprano, the tenor, and Madeleine [Milhaud], the players and singers 

were all pupils of the Juilliard School.”73 Madeleine Milhaud, renowned actress, spoken-

word artist, and frequent artistic collaborator with her husband, Darius, is listed in the 

concert program as the Récitante, or Narrator.74 The program lists a total of six singers 

who participated in the concert: two sopranos, one contralto, one tenor, and two 

baritones. It is unclear from the program which of the two sopranos and baritones 

performed the work, but based on this information, it is evident that Milhaud intended 

Cantate de l’Homme to be performed with soloists and not a choral ensemble at this 

event.75 

The work was not, however, performed on this first concert. According to a 

review in Musical America, the score arrived from Paris too late and was replaced by 

another of his compositions, La cheminée du Roi René.76 Clearly there were time 

constraints surrounding the New York premiere – even if all other logistical issues such 

as venue size and budget had been accommodating, there was too little rehearsal time to 

prepare a choir. 

                                                 
update/journal/capsule_1201.html (accessed 20 November 2008). 

72
 Milhaud, My Happy Life, 214. 

73
 Ibid., 215. 

74
 Roger Nicols, Conversations with Madeleine (London: Faber and Faber, 1996), 30. 

75
 See Appendix H for a reprint of the 29 December 1946 League of Composers program. 

76
 The Juilliard Journal Online, http://www.juilliard.edu/update/journal/capsule_1201.html 

(accessed 20 November 2008). 
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Although Milhaud chose not to use a choir as Desnos had indicated, Milhaud did 

not altogether disregard the poet’s concept of alternating vocal forces. It is evident 

throughout much of his score that Milhaud made an effort to observe the exchanges 

between solo and choir by varying the vocal texture. For example, in Movement IX we 

see how the score reflects the Poem’s divisions. Where Desnos marks solo, Milhaud 

employs one voice – the bass – and assigns the choir text to the upper three voices. Figure 

2.4 illustrates Desnos’s divisions in Poem 9. Milhaud’s setting of the text is seen in 

Musical Example 2.1. 
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9. THÈME 
Joie des ennemis de l’homme. 
 
SOLO J’entends hurler les loups 
CHŒUR  Les loups et les corbeaux… 
 
SOLO J’entends monter la mer 
CHŒUR  La mer et la forêt. 
 
SOLO À quoi sert le tombeau 
CHŒUR  À nourrir la terre. 
 
SOLO Nous pourrions vivre heureux 
CHŒUR Guerre. Guerre et combats. 
 
SOLO Nous pourrions vivre heureux 
CHŒUR  Obéis aux leçons. 
 
SOLO Nous pourrions vivre heureux 
CHŒUR  Nous pourrions vivre heureux. 

 
Figure 2.4  Cantate de l’Homme Poem 9.
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 Robert Desnos and Marie Claire Dumas, Œuvres, 806. 
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Musical Example 2.1  Cantate de l’Homme Movement IX, measures 300-302.
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 Milhaud, Cantate de l’Homme, 53. 
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As evidenced by the last example, Milhaud made an effort to follow Desnos’s 

indications. There are a number of instances, however, where Milhaud’s setting is 

contradictory to Desnos’s divisions of the text. 

One instance is found in Movement VIII, where it seems that Milhaud’s musical 

setting is the opposite of the divisions in the Poem. Desnos indicates the verse part of the 

Poem as Solo. He then indicates Chœur for the refrain text “Vivre libre.” In the first part 

of this movement, marked Solo in the Poem, Milhaud sets three voices, while for the 

“Vivre libre” line, marked Chœur in the Poem, Milhaud sets the soprano only. Figure 2.5 

below illustrates Desnos’s divisions in Poem 8. Milhaud’s setting of the text is seen in 

Musical Examples 2.2 and 2.3. 

 
8. THÈME 
L’Homme combat l’homme. 
 
SOLO Respect aux maîtres. 
  Respect aux dieux. 
  Respect aux ombres. 
  Respect aux morts. 
 
CHŒUR  Vivre libre. 
 
SOLO Obéissance ! 
  Courbez le front ! 
  Obéissance ! 
  À deux genoux. 
 
CHŒUR  Vivre libre. 
 
SOLO Non. 

 
Figure 2.5  Cantate de l’Homme Poem 8.
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 Robert Desnos and Marie Claire Dumas, Œuvres, 806. 
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Musical Example 2.2  Cantate de l’Homme Movement VIII, measures 292-295.
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 Milhaud, Cantate de l’Homme, 51. 
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Musical Example 2.3  Cantate de l’Homme Movement VIII, measures 296-299.
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Although Milhaud’s use of voices in this section is contradictory to Desnos’s 

indications, one might argue that Milhaud seeks to reflect the divisions of the Poem 

through orchestration. While he sets Desnos’s solo text with multiple voices, the singers 

are supported by very a sparse orchestration of just piano and percussion. By contrast, 

when the soprano sings, the rest of the instrumental ensemble enters in a forte dynamic at 

a relatively high register. By increasing the volume of sound and density of texture, 

Milhaud manages to create the effect of the resounding chorus that Desnos indicates, 

even though only one singer is used. 

There are, however, instances where the inconsistencies between Milhaud’s 

setting and Desnos’s divisions are not supported by a larger orchestration. In Poem 5, for 

example, Desnos assigns the entire text to the choir, as seen in Figure 2.6. 

 
5. THÈME 
L’homme invente la parole et nomme les choses et les êtres.  
L’écho répète les premières paroles. 
L’homme entend sa propre voix. 
L’homme entend d’autres voix qui lui répondent. 
 
CHŒUR  Homme ! 
  Homme ! 
  Homme ! 
 
  Homme ! il est d’autres hommes 
  Échange avec l’homme 
  La parole amicale 
  Et le cri du combats. 
  Homme ! il est d’autres hommes 
  Échange avec l’homme 
  Homme ! La flatterie et l’injure 
  Le sens du vent 
 
  La direction prise par les animaux sauvages 
  La recette pour avoir du feu. 
 
  Homme ! il est d’autres hommes 
  Nomme chaque chose 
  Nomme l’arbre et la rose 
  Et nomme le soleil 
  Invente la phrase 
  Le nomme d’homme et le mensonge 
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  Le mot de mort 
  Le mot d’amour et le hurlement de faim sauvage 
  Le chant de joie le chant de douleur. 
 
  Jour, et nuits et les heures 
  Les saisons par quatre 
  La lune et les étoiles 
  Terre, froid et chaud, lumière 
  L’éclair et l’océan 
  Sur les corps des hommes 
  Sur les mains de tous les hommes 
  Sur leurs deux yeux 

   La vie de l’homme et le dur labeur de l’homme, O rêve ! 
  Le bon sommeil calmant la douleur, 
 
  Homme ! il est d’autres hommes. 

 
Figure 2.6  Cantate de l’Homme Poem 5.
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Milhaud, however, sets most of the text using only one voice part at a time. The most 

prominent example is found in the alto solo line in measures 192 through 198. Musical 

Example 2.4 is an excerpt of this passage, from measures 193 through 195. 
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 Robert Desnos and Marie Claire Dumas, Œuvres, 803. 
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Musical Example 2.4  Cantate de l’Homme Movement V, measures 193-195.
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 Milhaud, Cantate de l’Homme, 32. 
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Milhaud’s apparent disregard for Desnos’s indications might be explained by his 

preference for assigning repetitive, declamatory text to all four voices and non-repetitive 

text to solo voices. The text in Movement I, “Terre, Terre, Terre !” is consistently set for 

four voices each time it returns, as seen below in Musical Example 2.5. In the same 

movement, where the text is more prose-like, he employs only one voice (see Musical 

Example 2.5). 
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Musical Example 2.5  Cantate de l’Homme Movement I, measures 30-32.
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 Milhaud, Cantate de l’Homme, 9. 
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We see the same treatment of text in Movement V, where the word “Homme” is repeated 

throughout by all four voices. Although Milhaud also employs all four voices to deliver 

the prose-like text, he is careful to distribute the text to one voice at a time while the other 

three voices hum their accompanimental material, (see Musical Example 2.6).85 

                                                 
85

 Humming is indicated in the score with the symbol (B.F.) – bouche fermée = closed mouth.  
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Musical Example 2.6  Cantate de l’Homme Movement V, measures 150-161.
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 Milhaud, Cantate de l’Homme, 27. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
 

CONTEMPORARY SOLUTIONS 
 

One of the purposes of this study is to offer solutions to the problems of 

performing Cantate de l’Homme with only a solo quartet, as Milhaud performed it. By 

taking Paiement’s initial approach of alternating choir and soloists, and by using 

historical documentation to take that idea a step further, the solution put forth here is to 

use the poem as a reference and restore Desnos’s concept of the work, as evidenced by 

his letters to Milhaud, the manuscript drafts, and the final published poem. Both 

Paiement’s approach and the use of Desnos’s model have what I believe to be two major 

significant benefits: they create balance between the voices and the orchestra, and they 

bring out the dramatic aspects of the poetry. Before looking at the matter of balance and 

drama, it is important to examine how these two approaches differ. 

As was mentioned in the Intent and Scope, Paiement’s performance choices for 

Cantate de l’Homme were based primarily on textural elements in the score that she 

wanted to emphasize, and on careful consideration of both balance and dramatic issues. 

To perform Cantate de l’Homme in a manner comparable to Paiement’s, the criteria to 

consider are as follows: 

 
1) Texture: homophonic versus soloistic writing  

2) Technical difficulty 

3) Balance with the orchestra  

4) Dramatic impact 
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Paiement’s musical choices aligned with Desnos’s divisions of the text, but at 

times were different and reflected Milhaud’s choices more closely. An examination of 

Movements I and VI reveals variances between Desnos’s poem, Milhaud’s setting, and 

Paiement’s interpretation. Desnos indicates that the entirety of Poem 1 is for choir. 

Milhaud, however, sets the text for all four voices, but at times for one voice as well. 

Table 4.1 shows the divisions of this work as written by Desnos, as set by Milhaud, and 

as interpreted by Paiement. 
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Table 3.1  Desnos, Milhaud, and Paiement: divisions of Poem 1. 
 

 

In Paiement’s interpretation, the choir sings the homophonic portions from the 

beginning to measure 15 where Milhaud begins to include solo lines, and at that point the 

soloists sing the material. The choir then sings the declamatory “Terre !” followed by the 

Poem I Desnos Milhaud Paiement 
 
Dans le ciel aux soleils dispersés, 
dans le ciel 
Soleils sans nom, azur sans nom,  
ciel anonyme 
Aucun œil n’a fixé la lumière et 
pourtant 
La terre roule et tourne et roule et 
roule et tourne 
Constellations, beaux chariots d’or, 
comètes fluides 
Ciel brisé, ardeur et vigueur, la terre 
roule 
Ardeur la terre roule et vigueur et 
chaleur, couleur et lumière 
 
Le chemin de la terre est tracé dans 
le ciel 
La terre tourne et roule et tourne et 
tourne et roule 
Ô destin somnambule entraîné par 
ton poids 
Sommeil de plomb, rêves de feu, la 
terre tourne 
Rien n’existait avant que l’homme ait 
vu les choses 
Et nommé d’un nom chaque chose en 
lieu et place 
Vigueur, le ciel s’allume et s’éteint 
tour à tour au fil des années. 
 
Terre ! Terre ! Terre ! 
Nul vaisseau n’aperçoit tes rivages 
Terre ! Terre ! Terre ! 
L’eau, le feu et l’air 
L’air, le feu et l’eau 
Terre ! Terre ! Terre ! 
 
Ah, qu’il naisse et qu’il vienne et la 
viole 
 
Terre ! Terre ! Terre ! 
L’eau, le feu, et l’air 
Le feu, l’air et l’eau 
Terre ! Terre ! Terre ! 
 

 
CHŒUR 
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alto soloist, who sings the line “Nul vaisseau n’aperçoit tes rivages.” This type of 

alternation accomplishes several things, not only in Movement I, but throughout the 

work: it enhances the contrasting textures that already exist between the homophonic and 

soloistic music; it gives the soloists a chance to rest throughout the work; it reduces the 

amount of material for the choir, especially the more technically challenging music, 

which would be beneficial if there are time restrictions or if the choir is at a less-

advanced level; it eliminates balance issues between the singers and the orchestra because 

it creates volume in the homophonic sections that complement the dynamics and timbre 

of the instruments; and it enhances the dramatic aspect of the work by bringing out its 

populist element. 

There are movements in which Paiement’s approach clearly aligns with Desnos’s 

divisions as a direct result of Milhaud’s setting of the text. Table 3.2 shows Poem 7 as 

outlined by Desnos and how Paiement’s performance takes into account both Desnos 

intentions and Milhaud’s setting of the text. 
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Table 3.2  Desnos, Milhaud, and Paiement: Divisions of Poem 7. 
 

 

An examination of the first ten lines of Poem 7 reveals that the alternations 

between solo and choir as indicated by Desnos are not reproduced in Milhaud’s setting. 

What is indicated as an exchange between one voice and many voices is instead realized 

by Milhaud as a pair of duets, or to put it another way, an exchange between vocal forces 

of equal size. Milhaud’s setting of the alternating duets in these five couplets, however, is 

Poem 7 Desnos Milhaud Paiement 
 
La terre était hostile. 
La terre nous est soumise. 
 
La terre était aride. 
Moissons aux tendres murmures. 
 
Nous avons fouillé la terre. 
Charbon, charbon plein de flammes. 
 
Le fer est notre esclave. 
L’arme, l’outil et la chaîne. 
 
Nous avons bâti la maison. 
Et la prison ! 
 
Et le remède aux maladies 
Et l’échafaud ! 
 
Terre ! Terre ! 
ô notre domaine 
À la lumière de ton ciel 
Nous vivons. 
 
Terre ! Terre ! 
aux saisons diverses 
Nous avons volé leurs trésors 
Nous vivons. 
  
Terre ! Terre ! 
à tes créatures 
Nous avons ajouté les dieux 
Nous vivons. 
 
Fantômes ! voici les fantômes 
 
Soleil ! Soleil ! voici les dieux ! 
Et la mort ! 
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different between the female and male voices. The soprano and alto duets have elements 

of soloistic writing, in particular the large vocal range and large intervals, but the tenor 

and bass duets have the narrow range and small intervals of the homorhythmic sections. 

The orchestral writing is also different for both groups. The soprano and alto are paired 

with the three lower woodwinds in the middle registers, and the tenor and bass are 

accompanied by the piccolo, percussion, and piano, as seen in Musical Example 3.1. 

Paiement’s approach of assigning the soprano and alto line to soloists and the tenor and 

bass lines to the choir, guided by the writing style and orchestration, reflects Desnos 

divisions of the text. 
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Musical Example 3.1  Cantate de l’Homme Movement VII, measures 255-258.
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 Darius Milhaud, Cantate pour l’inauguration du Musée de l’Homme, op. 164 (Paris: Éditions 
Salabert, 1986), 43. 
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The section that begins with the line “Terre ! Terre !” poses different problems 

than does the couplet section. Unlike the musical setting of the couplets in Musical 

Example 3.1 where the soprano is paired with the alto and the tenor is paired with the 

bass, this middle section, as seen in Musical Example 3.2, has soloistic lines interrupted 

by homorhythmic exclamations of “Terre !” 
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Musical Example 3.2  Cantate de l’Homme Movement VII, measures 268-275.
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It is evident from Milhaud’s setting of this Poem that he sought to include more textural 

variety by pairing and alternating voices in a different manner than Desnos indicated. As 

a result, Milhaud enhanced the dramatic element in the poetry by highlighting the more 

descriptive text with one voice part, and using the exclamatory text with the four voices 

in order to break up the more complex passages of text. Setting the exclamatory text in 

this manner is consistent with his treatment of these lines, as throughout the work he sets 

the exclamatory texts for four voices. 

Milhaud sets this part of the Poem for the soprano line, where, in the unfolding 

drama, the voice of the individual struggling to break free from oppression begins to 

emerge. This section of Poem 7 is textually similar to Poem 8 – the underlying theme of 

the soprano texts in these movements is life and freedom. In Movement VIII Milhaud 

continues the thread of the soprano solo line, but now the individual is starkly set against 

the constraining control of the masses, which Milhaud sets with the lower three voice 

parts homophonically, as seen in Musical Example 3.3. Though his setting of the text, 

Milhaud highlights the evolving struggle between the individual and society, and builds 

the dramatic tension gradually, and effectively, through the first nine movements. 
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Musical Example 3.3  Cantate de l’Homme Movement VIII, measures 296-299.
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Restoring Desnos’s Concept 
 

While one could speculate about why Milhaud chose to ignore some of Desnos’s 

indications, the issue remains that in many instances Milhaud’s setting is inconsistent 

with Desnos’s concept of alternation between solo and choir. By performing Cantate de 

l’Homme with multiple voices per part in the sections Desnos had indicated for choir, and 

using soloists where Desnos had indicated a solo, these inconsistencies would be 

resolved. 

Performing Cantate de l’Homme in a manner either like Paiement’s or Desnos’s 

has two significant benefits: it creates balance between the voices and the orchestra, and 

it brings out the dramatic aspect of the poetry. 

 

Balance with the Orchestra 

In scoring, Cantate de l’Homme and Les amours de Ronsard are unlike the 

majority of the vocal works that have alternate performance options, most of which are 

unaccompanied. Because these works employ instrumental forces, conductors of Cantate 

de l’Homme and Les amours de Ronsard not infrequently must address balance problems 

between the orchestral instruments and voices. Although Milhaud generally was very 

careful not to overpower the voices with the orchestral instruments (he often drops the 

number of players when only one voice is singing) there are instances in which it can be 

difficult to hear the soloists over the orchestra. In the excerpt from Movement X, seen in 

Musical Example 3.4, the voices are joined by tutti orchestra (with piccolo), marked 

forte. The orchestra plays not an accompanimental role, but instead carries the principal 
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motive of the movement in octaves, high in each instrument’s range. The weighty chords 

in the piano, coupled with the percussion group, provide density to the texture. Together 

they play an ostinato motif throughout. While reducing the dynamic of the instruments to 

accommodate the solo voices would be one solution, one would do so at the risk of 

diminishing the intensity and brilliant timbre of the forte scoring. Incorporating a choir 

would allow the voices to match the volume level of the orchestra without compromising 

Milhaud’s orchestration choices.  
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Musical Example 3.4  Cantate de l’Homme Movement X, measures 330-332.
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One instance in which the orchestra would surely cover the soloist occurs in 

Movement VIII. The line “Vivre libre,” intended by Desnos to be sung by choir, is 

instead given to one voice, the soprano, who is left to contend with tutti winds and 

percussion marked forte (see Musical Example 3.3). As discussed earlier, it might have 

been Milhaud’s intent to use the orchestra in Musical Example 3.3 to create the effect of 

a choir, and although the first few notes at the top of the soprano’s range might carry over 

the orchestra, the lower G and F-sharp that follow are overbalanced by the ascending 

sixteenth-note run in the winds. If an entire section were to sing the soprano line instead, 

it would have a better chance of cutting through the instrumental texture. 

Milhaud’s scoring of flute, oboe, saxophone, and bassoon creates an inherently 

bright tone. He exploits the instruments’ unique qualities throughout the work, often 

setting their lines in a high tessitura, a technique he uses for the vocal writing as well. In 

Musical Example 3.5 one can see that he asks the singers to sing a crescendo to 

fortississimo only forty measures into the piece. 
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Musical Example 3.5  Cantate de l’Homme Movement I, measures 39-41.
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Exploring the complete range of the voice, he sets the alto line in a low tessitura at times, 

as seen in Musical Example 3.6. When coupled with the players at mezzo-piano with a 

crescendo, there is little chance for the voice(s) to be heard and for the text to be 

understood. 
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Musical Example 3.6  Cantate de l’Homme Movement V, measures 196-198.
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Dramatic Impact 

Cantate de l’Homme also benefits from the use of choir from a dramatic 

standpoint, as the subject matter of certain parts of the poem lend themselves to larger 

vocal forces. The section beginning in measure 210 seen in Musical Example 3.7, for 

example, is particularly effective when executed by choir. 
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Musical Example 3.7  Cantate de l’Homme Movement VI, measures 210-213.
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The poetry speaks of humanity’s discovery of metals, and the rise of civilization 

and industry. The musical effect in the vocal parts is that of cacophonous yells of factory 

workers, while the angular ostinato in the piano depicts the monotonous nature of 

working in a factory, and the percussion brilliantly paints the sounds one might hear in 

such a place. Using a choir in this section can deepen the dramatic impact by producing a 

louder dynamic than the soloists could on their own, and by enhancing the effect of 

organized chaos. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
 

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE 
 

In an interview with Claude Rostand from 1952 Milhaud reveals insight into his 

philosophy of flexibility concerning the performance of his works: “A composer must 

update his score when a dramatic work is revived and produced under different 

circumstances.”94 Although in this interview he is speaking about his staged works 

specifically, from this statement it is evident that he accepted a degree of flexibility when 

it came to the performance of his music, and that performance circumstances played a 

role in the conception and execution of a work. In regard to Cantate de l’Homme, we 

must look to see if there is any evidence that suggests Milhaud would have been open to 

a more flexible interpretation – one that incorporates choir with soloists. This section 

explores several sources that support the probability of the proposed interpretation, 

specifically, Milhaud’s catalogue; statements made by Paul Collaer (the catalogue’s 

editor); Cantate de l’Homme’s publication date; and Milhaud’s Les amours de Ronsard. 

 

Milhaud’s Catalogue and Paul Collaer 

Milhaud and his lifelong friend, Paul Collaer, published the first comprehensive 

book on the composer in 1947. Collaer revised Darius Milhaud in 1982 after the 

composer’s death, and after almost four decades since the book’s first publication. In the 

1982 revision, Collaer retains the information from the 1947 version and adds new 

                                                 
94

 Darius Milhaud, Interviews with Claude Rostand (Oakland: Mills College Center for the Book), 
119. 
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material, including the authoritative catalogue of Milhaud’s works. An authority on 

Milhaud, Collaer compiled the catalogue from the extant works, both published and 

unpublished.95 His catalogue is of great importance to scholars as provides centralized 

data on Milhaud’s prodigious output. 

Milhaud in his own writings offers little information about the performance 

practice of his music. A closer understanding of Milhaud’s philosophy regarding 

performance practice, however, is gained by looking at his works, compiled in the 

catalogue. This rich source includes a list of musical works, a discography, opera libretti, 

and literary works. Each musical listing provides detailed information about the work: 

title; opus number; movement titles; composition date; location where work was 

composed; length in minutes; text source; publisher; commissions; dedications; first 

performance dates, venues, and performers; instrumentation; and alternate 

instrumentation options. The musical works, which occupy the majority of the catalogue, 

are divided into three main sections based on genre: 1) Instrumental music, 2) Vocal 

music, and 3) Works for the theatre.96 Each of the three main sections is further divided 

into groups based on performing forces. The subcategories under “Vocal music” are 

listed below in Table 4.1. 
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 Paul Collaer, Darius Milhaud, ed. and trans. Jane Hohfeld Galante, (San Francisco: San 
Francisco Press, 1988), vii. 

96
 Paul Collaer, Darius Milhaud (Paris: Éditions Slatkine, 1982), 369-603. 
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Table 4.1  Subcategories for all “Vocal music” works.
97

 
 

Solo voice 

Solo voice: unaccompanied 
Solo voice: with piano 
Solo voice: pieces for children 
Solo voice: with organ (or piano) 
Solo voice: with chamber ensemble 
Solo voice: with orchestra 
Spoken voice: with chamber ensemble 

Two voices 

Two voices: with strings 
Two voices: with orchestra 

Unaccompanied vocal ensemble 

Unaccompanied vocal ensemble: women’s quartet (or chorus) 
Unaccompanied vocal ensemble: mixed quartet (or chorus) 
Unaccompanied vocal ensemble: men’s chorus 
Unaccompanied vocal ensemble: mixed chorus 

Accompanied vocal ensemble 

Accompanied vocal ensemble: vocal quartet and chamber ensemble 
Accompanied vocal ensemble: five voices and orchestra 
Accompanied vocal ensemble: three-part women’s chorus and chamber ensemble 
Accompanied vocal ensemble: women’s chorus and orchestra 
Accompanied vocal ensemble: mixed chorus and orchestra (or chamber ensemble) 
Accompanied vocal ensemble: soloist, mixed chorus, and organ 
Accompanied vocal ensemble: soloist, mixed chorus, and orchestra 
Accompanied vocal ensemble: children’s chorus and organ 
Accompanied vocal ensemble: soloist, mixed choir and piano (or a small ensemble of violins and 
violoncellos) 

 

For the purposes of this study, the subcategories of interest are “Unaccompanied vocal 

ensemble” and “Accompanied vocal ensemble.” As shown in the table above, several 

listings in these two groups have alternate performance options, most notably: 

 
                                                 

97
 Collaer, Darius Milhaud (1988), 286-315. Headings and descriptions are as they appear in 

Collaer’s catalogue. 
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Unaccompanied vocal ensemble: women’s quartet (or chorus)98
 

Unaccompanied vocal ensemble: mixed quartet (or chorus)99 

Accompanied vocal ensemble: mixed chorus and orchestra (or chamber  
ensemble)100

 
 

Milhaud offers alternatives not only for the unaccompanied and accompanied 

vocal quartet music, as listed above, but for a number of works found in other categories 

as well. In his ballet Moïse, op. 219, Milhaud lists two options for the size of the 

orchestra: 1) 1 flute, 1 oboe, 2 clarinets, 1 bassoon, 1 horn, 2 trumpets, 2 trombones, 

timpani, percussion, and strings, or 2) an augmentation to 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 

bassoons, 2 horns, 2 trumpets, 2 trombones, timpani, percussion, and strings and harp.101 

Besides offering choices between smaller or larger performing forces, Milhaud 

also provides options for various instrumental combinations. For instance, the work 

Cantate de l’enfant et de la mère, op. 185 (“Spoken voice, with chamber ensemble”), can 

be performed with piano and string quartet or with piano, flute, clarinet, violin, and 

cello.102 Four Sketches, op. 227, can be performed with solo piano and clarinet, or wind 

quintet, or chamber orchestra. There are also a group of works for voice and orchestra 

that can be performed with voice and piano: they include Trois chansons de négresse, op. 

148b, and Caramel mou, op. 68. Piano versions are not limited to accompanied vocal 

works. The catalogue indicates that La muse ménagère, op. 245, may be performed with 

solo piano or chamber orchestra. These assignations demonstrate that the piano versions 
                                                 

98
 Collaer, Darius Milhaud (1988), 301. 

99
 Ibid., 302-303. 

100
 Ibid., 308. 

101
 Ibid., 516. 

102
 Ibid., 484. 
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are not merely a reduction, but concert pieces meant to be performed with a different 

medium. All the aforementioned examples show that Milhaud was interested in making 

his music accessible to as many performers as possible. 

Collaer presents illuminating comments about performing forces in Milhaud’s 

vocal works, which he bases on Milhaud’s published works. He states, “the 

unaccompanied vocal quartets and at least one of the accompanied ones can also be 

performed by choruses using several voices to a part.”103 In his catalogue, Collaer lists the 

following works under the subcategory “Unaccompanied vocal quartet”:104 

 
1) Deux poèmes (Saint-Léger Léger/René Chalupt), op. 39 

2) Deux poèmes de Cendrars, op. 113 

3) Cantique du Rhône, op. 155 

4) Six sonnets composés au secret, op. 266 

5) Deux poèmes (Louise de Vilmorin), op. 347 

 
There is no dispute as to which of the “Unaccompanied vocal quartet” works can 

be performed with either quartet or choir since these options apply to all the compositions 

in this list. Determining what Collaer meant in his statement “at least one of the 

accompanied ones” is a bit more challenging. The works under the subcategory 

“Accompanied vocal quartet” are as follows:105 

 
1) L’annonce faite à Marie, op. 117 

2) Adages, op. 120b 

                                                 
103

 Ibid., 172-173. 
104

 Collaer, Darius Milhaud (1982), 480-482. See Appendix I for a complete list of vocal works. 
105

 Ibid., 482-485. See Appendix I. 
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3) Pan et la Syrinx, op. 130 

4) Les amours de Ronsard, op. 132 

5) Cantate pour l’inauguration du Musée de l’Homme, op. 164 

6) Suite de sonnets, op. 401 

 
Les amours de Ronsard is also listed in another subcategory, “Mixed choir and 

orchestra,” an indication that is also found on the score; therefore, the “one” mentioned in 

Collaer’s statement is most likely Les amours de Ronsard. More crucial are the words “at 

least,” which open the possibility for the other works from the “Accompanied vocal 

quartet” subcategory to be performed with choir. 

Although there is no specific mention of Cantate de l’Homme as one of the 

possible choices, Collaer offers another clue that would include Cantate de l’Homme in a 

second subcategory along with Les amours de Ronsard. He says, “By and large, the 

cantatas with soloists have a lyrical quality, those for chorus are primarily dramatic.”106 

Though Collaer does not explicitly define the terms “dramatic” and “lyrical” for his 

reader, it can be inferred that “dramatic” refers to rhetorical vocal writing marked by 

rhythmic declamation, and that “lyrical” refers to tuneful, melody-driven writing. The 

speech-like declamation seen in Musical Example 1.2 (page 17) and throughout Cantate 

de l’Homme is more characteristic of Milhaud’s “dramatic” choral cantatas, for example, 

Cantate de la guerre (Musical Example 1.3, page 18), than his “lyrical” solo cantatas, 

like Cantate nuptiale, op. 168, which is scored for solo voice and chamber orchestra. The 

excerpt from the piano/vocal score of Cantate nuptiale seen in Musical Example 4.1 

                                                 
106

 Collaer, Darius Milhaud (1988), 174. 
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shows Milhaud’s more soloistic writing style featuring long-breathed lines, wider vocal 

range, and larger intervallic leaps. 
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Musical Example 4.1  Cantate nuptiale, measures 74-93.
107

 
 

                                                 
107

 Darius Milhaud, Cantate nuptiale, op. 164 (Paris: Éditions Salabert, 1986), 5. NB: the second 
vocal line is the English version of the piece provided by the editor. 
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It can be argued, therefore, that the dramatic text setting found in Cantate de l’Homme 

sets the work apart from the other solo cantatas, thereby placing it more in line with his 

choral cantatas. 

 

Publication 

The publication date of Cantate de l’Homme may offer clues as to why it was not 

included in the catalogue with a second performance option. The publication dates for the 

works categorized under “Vocal quartet or mixed choir,” in addition to Les amours de 

Ronsard and Cantate de l’Homme, are listed chronologically in Table 4.2. 

 
Table 4.2  Publication dates for “Vocal quartet or mixed choir” works.

108 
 

Work Year of 
Composition 

Year of  
Publication Publisher 

Deux poèmes, op. 39 1916, 1919 1923 Durand  

Deux poèmes de Cendrars, op. 113 1932 1933 Deiss-Salabert 

Les amours de Ronsard, op. 132 1934 1937 Deiss-Salabert 

Cantique du Rhône, op. 155 1936 1950 Elkan-Vogel  

Cantate de l’Homme, op. 164 1937 1986 Salabert  

Six sonnets composes au secrets, op. 266 1946 1946 Heugel  

Deux poèmes de Vilmorin, op. 347 1955 1956 Heugel  

 

As the table indicates, the works that were given alternate performance options 

were published during his lifetime. Cantate de l’Homme, however, was published twelve 

years after Milhaud’s death. All of the works listed were composed around the middle of 

                                                 
108

 See Appendix I for a complete list of vocal works. 
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Milhaud’s career, one that spanned over six decades from his first opus number in 1910 

to his last in 1973. There is no information regarding why Cantate de l’Homme was never 

published in Milhaud’s lifetime. One can only speculate that perhaps in Milhaud’s mind 

the work was too event-specific and had limited performance appeal. Similarly, his other 

work for the 1937 Paris World’s Fair, La fête de la lumière, op. 159, was also not 

published in his lifetime and remains unpublished. It is possible that because Milhaud 

never sought to have Cantate de l’Homme published, he found no reason to provide a 

performance alternative. 

That Milhaud did not publish the work could also explain why he neglected to 

make any mention of the mime that Desnos calls for in the fourth movement. Though one 

would never know from studying Milhaud’s score that the work includes a mime, we 

know from one of the letters Desnos wrote to Milhaud that Jean-Louis Barrault (1910-

1994), the renowned mime and good friend of Desnos, was set to perform the work.109 

One would know only from the poem itself that Desnos called for a mime. From the 

omission of this indication in the score we can speculate that Milhaud did not expect 

Cantate de l’Homme to be performed again after the Museum of Man concert. Unlike the 

event-specific Cantate de l’Homme, the other works in the aforementioned list were 

given alternate performing forces most likely as a way to increase their marketability and 

accessibility. Had Cantate de l’Homme been published within Milhaud’s lifetime it might 

also have been granted a second performance option. 

 

                                                 
109

 Thomas Simonnet, L’étoile de mer : Desnos et les Milhaud (Paris: Association des Amis de 
Robert Desnos, 2008), 41. 
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Les amours de Ronsard 

Les amours de Ronsard and Cantate de l’Homme share stylistic similarities that 

would validate the inclusion of the latter under the heading of “Mixed choir and 

orchestra,” just like Les amours de Ronsard. The similarities begin with genre and 

scoring, as both are cantatas composed for SATB voices and instrumental ensembles of 

comparable size. Les amours de Ronsard is scored for flute, clarinet, bassoon, horn, 

strings, and vocal quartet or choir, and is a setting of a poem in four separate movements. 

Beyond these general characteristics, the two works share a number of qualities, 

particularly in terms of range, rhythm, and melodic contour. 

 

Range 

Comparing the vocal range of Cantate de l’Homme with that of Les amours de 

Ronsard reveals similarities between the two works. The range of Cantate de l’Homme is 

slightly wider, but not to the extent of restricting the work solely to virtuosic soloists. 

Table 4.3 illustrates that in Cantate de l’Homme the soprano range extends a whole step 

higher than in Les amours de Ronsard, although the lowest pitch is the same; in the alto 

voice the range in Cantate de l’Homme is smaller by a half step in both the upper and 

lower pitches; the tenor range in Cantate de l’Homme is wider by a half step in the lower 

pitch, and a whole step higher in the upper pitch; and the bass in Cantate de l’Homme is 

lower in the bottom pitch by a major third, and the upper pitch is the same in both parts. 
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Table 4.3  Vocal ranges for Cantate de l’Homme and Les amours de Ronsard. 
 

  Cantate de l’Homme Les amours de Ronsard 

Soprano D♯4 - B5
110

 D♯4 - A5 

Alto A3 - E5 A♭3 - E♭5 

Tenor E3 - B♭4 E♯3 - G♯4 

Bass F2 - D♯4 C♯3 - D♯4 

 

The ranges of the two works are comparable. The range in Cantate de l’Homme is not by 

any means outside the normal range of a semi-professional choir, an advanced choir, or a 

community choir with experienced singers. 

 

Rhythm 

Milhaud’s vocal compositions exhibit a consistent rhythmic style that is primarily 

dictated by natural speech patterns inherent in the texts. His text setting, therefore, is 

generally syllabic and homorhythmic throughout the vocal parts. The patter style writing 

in Les amours de Ronsard, seen in Musical Example 4.2 below, is one such example of 

this practice. The syllabic text setting marked by speech-like rhythms and homorhythmic 

treatment of the vocal ensemble seen in this excerpt from Les amours de Ronsard are 

rhythmic features shared by both works (see Musical Example 1.2, page 17).111 

 
 
 

                                                 
110

 The pitch system used here is based on the keyboard numbering of the octaves beginning in the 
lower range (i.e., middle C is C4 and the octave above is C5). 

111
 Simonnet, L’étoile de mer, 43. 
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Musical Example 4.2  Les amours de Ronsard Movement III, measures 6-10.
112 

 

Melodic Contour 

Milhaud uses similar techniques for the melodic writing in Cantate de l’Homme 

and Les amours de Ronsard. In both works, one can see five main types of writing: 

stepwise; declamatory style; broad lyrical lines; angular melodies; and the use of extreme 

registers. The melodies in Cantate de l’Homme are mainly in stepwise motion or small 

intervals, especially in the homophonic sections, as can be seen in Musical Example 3.4 

(page 69). The declamatory sections are dictated by speech rhythms, they are marked by 

limited range, and display a prevalence of pitch repetition, as can be seen in Musical 

Example 2.5 (page 53). The stepwise, declamatory, and long-phrased writing styles do 

not present any significant obstacle for a choir. Where questions may arise as to whether 

or not a choir should or could sing Cantate de l’Homme are due to the two latter types of 

melodic writing. The angular melodies, and extreme registers could present more of a 

challenge for less experienced singers. Milhaud’s angular melodies are characterized by 

wide intervallic leaps. The excerpt in Musical Example 4.3 is an example of Milhaud’s 

                                                 
112

 Darius Milhaud, Les amours de Ronsard, op. 132 (Paris: Éditions Deiss-Salabert, 1937), 18. 
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angular writing in Les amours de Ronsard, followed by Musical Example 4.4, which is 

an excerpt from Cantate de l’Homme that similarly features melodies containing wide 

intervallic leaps. 

 

 
 

Musical Example 4.3  Les amours de Ronsard Movement IV, measures 25-30.
113

 
 

 
 

Musical Example 4.4  Cantate de l’Homme Movement VII, measures 280-283.
114

 

                                                 
113

 Ibid., 17. 
114

 Milhaud, Cantate de l’Homme, 48. 
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The question of whether or not Milhaud found the angular melodies in Cantate de 

l’Homme to be appropriate for a choir is answered when comparing them to the melodies 

in Les amours de Ronsard: the angular melodies are comparable in both. It is likely, 

therefore, that Milhaud would have considered the angular melodies in Cantate de 

l’Homme to be suitable for a choir. 

 

Cantate de l’Homme as a “Soloist,  
Mixed Chorus, and Orchestra” Work 

 
As mentioned above, Les amours de Ronsard is scored for soloist, vocal 

ensemble, and orchestra. In this work, Milhaud very clearly separates the choir from the 

soloist, a tenor, who is the character of Ronsard, as seen in Musical Example 4.5. 

 

 
Musical Example 4.5  Les amours de Ronsard Movement II, measures 60-65.

115
 

 

                                                 
115

 Milhaud, Les amours de Ronsard, 17. 
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The vocal ensemble is set apart from this solo line. If one chooses to perform the work 

with a choir, as Milhaud allows, only the ensemble is affected, not the soloist. The 

performance method I propose for Cantate de l’Homme is very much in line with the 

precedent Milhaud set with Les amours de Ronsard, combining soloists and choir in the 

same work. 

Another possibility is to add Cantate de l’Homme to the list of works categorized 

under “Accompanied vocal ensemble: soloist, mixed chorus, and orchestra” as seen in 

Table 4.4. 

 
Table 4.4  “Accompanied vocal ensemble: soloist, mixed chorus, and orchestra” works.

116
 

 
Accompanied vocal ensemble: soloist, mixed chorus, and orchestra 

Psaume 136 op. 53 1918 

La sagesse* op. 141  1935 

Service sacré* op. 279  1947 

Miracles de la foi* op. 314  1951 

Le mariage de la feuille et du cliché  op. 357  1956 

Cantate de la croix de charité  op. 381  1959 

Pacem in terris  op. 404  1963 

Ani Maamin,                                              
un chant perdu et retrouve  op. 441  1972 

* Indicates use of Narrator   
 

The works in this category are mostly religious works that call for soloists and choir, and 

three have a narrator. One of these works, Cantate de la croix de charité, op. 381, is 

scored for soprano, tenor, and bass soloists; mixed chorus; children’s chorus; and 

                                                 
116

 Collaer, Darius Milhaud, (1988), 312-313. 
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orchestra.117 In this work the solo and tutti (choir) indications have been clearly marked in 

the score, which leave no questions as to the forces needed for performance. The solo 

lines are often written separately from the choir part, but at times they share the same 

staff, as seen in Musical Example 4.4. The latter setting points to the possibility that 

Milhaud composed solo/choral works by combining the solo and tutti lines in the same 

staff and then marking the changes between the two as needed. It is conceivable, then, 

that in his manuscript for Cantate de l’Homme Milhaud combined the solo and choir 

parts in the same staff but did not mark the changes, because it was clear to him where 

those changes were. 

 

 
Musical Example 4.6  Cantate de la croix de charité Movement III, measures 189-192.

118
 

                                                 
117

 Ibid., 313. The instrumentation for this work is 2.3.3.2. – 2.2.2.0. – timpani, percussion, strings. 
118

 Darius Milhaud, Cantate de la croix de charité, op. 381 (Paris: Heugel, 1964), 56. 
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Cantate de la croix de charité is a good example of how Milhaud combines 

soloists and choir in one work. Musical Example 4.5 shows the homorhythmic style of 

writing in alternation with the soloistic writing. The choral sections are similar in range 

and melodic structure to various passages in Cantate de l’Homme, as was seen in Musical 

Example 2.1 (page 45). 

 

 
 

Musical Example 4.7  Cantate de la croix de charité Movement II, measures 147-151.
119

 

 

In Musical Examples 2.1 and 4.6 there are remarkable similarities between the 

relationship of the soli and tutti settings. These parallels further suggest that Milhaud 

most likely was following Desnos’s divisions when he composed the work. 

                                                 
119

 Ibid., 34. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

What originally began as a scholarly attempt to find ways to validate Dr. Nicole 

Paiement’s novel approach to this little-known work has led to unexpected discoveries 

concerning the genesis of Cantate de l’Homme. A rare collection of letters between 

Desnos and Milhaud revealed that Desnos had envisioned the use of a choir and a mime 

in the composition. Even more critical was the discovery of Desnos’s text in its original 

form, which, to my great surprise, was conceived with divisions, specifying certain 

sections of the text to be executed by choir, others by soloists. Through practical 

decisions based on her musical expertise, Paiement had unknowingly arrived at an 

interpretation quite similar to Desnos’s original concept. By taking Paiement’s approach 

of employing soloists and choir in alternation and applying it to Desnos’s vocal 

designation, I have put forth a new interpretation of Cantate de l’Homme that reflects 

Desnos’s original concept for the work. 

In this study I also have analyzed the circumstances surrounding the inaugural 

performance and the U.S. premiere, in order to help explain why Milhaud opted not to 

use a choir for the work even though Desnos’s poem clearly called for one. Practical 

considerations such as the small venue size for the inaugural performance, and the limited 

rehearsal time allotted for the Juilliard performance, likely factored into his decision to 

use a vocal quartet for his own performances. Furthermore, posthumous publication may 

have eliminated the opportunity for Milhaud to include a choral performance option, as 

he had done for a number of vocal quartets published during his lifetime, including Les 
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amours de Ronsard. The considerable stylistic similarities between Cantate de l’Homme 

and Les amours de Ronsard lead me to believe Milhaud might have offered the same 

option for Cantate de l’Homme had he sought to publish the work. 

In this document I have aimed to show that employing a choir in alternation with 

soloists, according to the indications in the poem, can bring the work closer to Desnos’s 

original concept by resolving some of the inconsistencies between the poem’s 

designation of vocal forces and Milhaud’s setting. Through performance, I have 

demonstrated that performing the work with choir enhances the dramatic impact of the 

work and resolves inherent balance issues posed by Milhaud’s scoring. It is my hope that 

this study may serve to raise awareness of Milhaud’s work and to increase its 

accessibility to performers. 
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APPENDIX A: 
 

POEM TEXT AND TRANSLATION120 
 

FRENCH ENGLISH 

Cantate pour l’inauguration 
du Musée de l’Homme

121
 

Cantata for the Inauguration 
of the Museum of Man 

dédiée au vicomte Charles de Noailles dedicated to the Vicomte Charles de Noailles 
 

I122 
 
1. THÈME 
La terre inhabitée roule parmi les étoiles tandis que 
les éléments s’organisent et que la vie apparaît. 
 
CHŒUR 
Dans le ciel aux soleils dispersés, dans le ciel 
Soleils sans nom, azur sans nom, ciel anonyme 
Aucun œil n’a fixé la lumière et pourtant 
La terre roule et tourne et roule et roule et tourne 
Constellations, beaux chariots d’or, comètes fluides 
Ciel brisé, ardeur et vigueur, la terre roule 
Ardeur la terre roule et vigueur et chaleur, 
 couleur et lumière 
 
Le chemin de la terre est tracé dans le ciel 
La terre tourne et roule et tourne et tourne et roule 
Ô destin somnambule entraîné par ton poids 
Sommeil de plomb, rêves de feu, la terre tourne

123
 

Rien n’existait avant que l’homme ait vu les choses 
Et nommé d’un nom chaque chose en lieu et place 
 
Vigueur, le ciel s’allume et s’éteint 
 tour à tour au fil des années. 
 
Terre ! Terre ! Terre !  
 

 
 
The uninhabited earth rolls through the stars while 
the elements take form and life appears. 

 
 
In the sky to the scattered suns, in the sky 
Unnamed suns, unnamed blue, an anonymous sky 
No eye beholds the light and yet 
The earth rolls and turns and rolls and turns 
Constellations, lovely golden chariots, liquid comets 
Shattered sky, fervor and energy, the earth rolls 
Fervor the earth rolls, and energy and heat,  
 color and light 
 
The path of the earth is traced through the heavens 
The earth rolls and turns and rolls and turns 
O destiny sleepwalking your weight propels you 
Sleep of lead, dreams of fire, the earth turns 
Nothing existed before man beheld things 
And named of a name each thing in location and 
position 
Energy, the sky ignites and extinguishes itself 
 turn by turn with the passing years. 
 
Earth! Earth! Earth! 
 

                                                 
120

 This translation by Lucik Aprahamian is the first full translation of this text. This author has 
taken the translation of Milhaud’s musical setting by Professor Fred Frith at Mills College as a guide and 
completed the translation to reflect Desnos’s original poem, complete with translations of stage directions 
and editorial text, and is a combination of both literal and idiomatic translations of the text. 

121
 Robert Desnos and Marie Claire Dumas, Œuvres (Paris: Gallimard, 1999), 801-808. See 

Appendix B for Dumas’s editorial comments and additional performance instructions by Desnos. 
122

 Roman numerals at the beginning of each section refer to the movements in Milhaud’s score. 
Arabic numerals before each “Theme” correspond to Desnos’s divisions of the poem. 
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POEM TEXT AND TRANSLATION – Continued 
 

Nul vaisseau n’aperçoit tes rivages
124

 
Terre ! Terre ! Terre ! 
L’eau, le feu et l’air 
L’air, le feu et l’eau 
Terre ! Terre ! Terre ! 
 
Ah, qu’il naisse et qu’il vienne et la viole 
Terre ! Terre ! Terre ! 
L’eau, le feu, et l’air 
Le feu, l’air et l’eau 
Terre ! Terre ! Terre ! 

No vessel yet beholds your shores 
Earth! Earth! Earth! 
The water, fire and air 
The air, fire and water 
Earth! Earth! Earth! 
 
Ah, that he will be born and will come to rape her 
Earth! Earth! Earth! 
The water, fire and air 
The air, fire and water! 
Earth! Earth! Earth! 

 
 

II 
2. THÈME 
La terre avant l’homme. 
Lutte de la mer contre la terre. 
La glace, le feu, le premier chant d’oiseau, 
les premiers cris d’animaux, 
couchers et levers du soleil, 
marées, volcans, vents, murmures des forêts, 
croissance des végétaux…etc. 

 
The earth before man. 
The struggle of sea against land. 
Ice, fire, the first birdsong, 
the first cries of animals, 
the setting and rising of the sun, 
tides, volcanoes, winds, murmurs of the forests, 
the growth of plants…etc. 

 
 

III 
3. THÈME 
Dans les bruits habituels de la terre, un cri surgit. 
Il provoque le silence des choses et des êtres. 
Puis les bruits habituels recommencent 
de nouveau troublés par le même cri. 
Après des alternatives de silence ce cri, 
le cri de l’homme, prend sa place parmi 
les autres bruits habituels de la terre. 
 
[L’homme (le mime) paraît.]

125
 

 
From the natural sounds of the earth, a cry arises. 
It causes the silence of things and beings. 
Then the natural sounds begin 
again disturbed by the same cry. 
After these alternating silences this cry, 
the cry of man, takes its place among 
the other natural sounds of the earth. 
 
[Man (the mime) appears.] 

 

                                                 
123

 Errata: Score measure 19: “fin” instead of “feu.” See Appendix D for detailed discussion of 
errata. 

124
 Errata: Score measure 31: “neau” instead of “vaisseau.” 

125
 Stage indications are set in brackets. 
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POEM TEXT AND TRANSLATION – Continued 
 

IV 
4. THÈME 
L’homme découvre la terre et ses éléments, 
les êtres et les choses. 
L’homme en butte au froid et au chaud, 
à la faim, à la soif, aux fauves, 
à l’eau, à la peur des phénomènes. 
La saveur des fruits et des racines. Les moissons. 
L’homme découvre sa main, la nage. 
L’homme contemple le vol des oiseaux. 
 
[Ces thèmes réalisés par la musique et illustrés par 
le mime.] 

 
Man discovers the earth and its elements, 
the beings and things. 
Man is subject to cold and heat, 
to hunger, thirst, wild animals,  
to water, to the fear of new things. 
The flavor of fruits and vegetables. The harvests. 
Man discovers his hands, swimming. 
Man contemplates the flight of birds. 
 
[These themes carried out by the music and 
illustrated by the mime.] 

 
 

V 
 
5. THÈME 
L’homme invente la parole et nomme les choses 
et les êtres. L’écho répète les premières paroles. 
L’homme entend sa propre voix. 
L’homme entend d’autres voix qui lui répondent. 

 
CHŒUR 
Homme ! il est d’autres hommes

126
 

Échange avec l’homme 
La parole amicale 
Et le cri du combats. 
Homme ! il est d’autres hommes 
Échange avec l’homme 
Homme ! La flatterie et l’injure 
Le sens du vent 
La direction prise par les animaux sauvages 
La recette pour avoir du feu. 
 
Homme ! il est d’autres hommes 
Nomme chaque chose 
Nomme l’arbre et la rose 
Et nomme le soleil 
 

 
 
Man invents the word, and names the things 
And the beings. The echo repeats the first words. 
Man hears his true voice. 
Man hears other voices who respond to him. 

 

 
Man! There are other men 
Exchange with man 
The kind word  
And the cry of battle. 
Man! There are other men 
Exchange with man 
Man! Flattery and insult 
The feel of the wind 
The paths taken by wild animals 
The recipe for having fire. 
 
Man! There are other men 
Name each thing 
Name the tree and the rose 
And name the sun 
 

                                                 
126

 According to Jacques Desjardins, “Il est d’autres hommes” is archaic for “Il y a d’autres 
hommes” meaning, “There are other men.” In modern French, the phrase as it appears in the Poem would 
be translated as “He is of other men.” Information obtained from email correspondence between Lucik 
Aprahamian and Jacques Desjardins on 18 October 2010. Dr. Jacques Desjardins has been on the faculty at 
l’École de Musique de l’Université de Sherbrooke, and is currently a faculty member at the San Francisco 
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POEM TEXT AND TRANSLATION – Continued 
 

Homme ! il est d’autres hommes
127

 
Invente la phrase 
Le nomme d’homme et le mensonge 
Le mot de mort 
Le mot d’amour et le hurlement de faim sauvage 
Le chant de joie le chant de douleur. 
 
Jour, et nuits et les heures 
Les saisons par quatre 
La lune et les étoiles 
Terre, froid et chaud, lumière 
L’éclair et l’océan

128
 

Sur les corps des hommes 
Sur les mains de tous les hommes 
Sur leurs deux yeux 
La vie de l’homme et le dur labeur de l’homme,

129
 

 O rêve ! 
Le bon sommeil calmant la douleur, 
 
Homme ! il est d’autres hommes. 

Man! There are other men 
Invent the phrase 
The name of man and the lie 
The word for death 
The word for love and the scream of wild hunger 
The song of joy the song of pain. 
 
Day, and nights and the hours 
The four seasons 
The moon and the stars 
Earth, hot and cold, light 
Lightning and the ocean 
On the bodies of men 
On the hands of all men 
On their two eyes 
The life of man and the hard labor of man, 
 O dream! 
Sweet rest calms the pain, 
 
Man! There are other men. 

 

                                                 
Conservatory of Music where he is the assistant conductor of the New Music Ensemble, and teaches theory 
and musicianship. 

127
 Errata: Score measure 182: “homme” instead of “hommes.” 

128
 Milhaud reverses the order of the phrases “Terre, froid et chaud, lumière” and “L’éclair et 

l’océan.” Score measures 194-195. 
129

 Errata: Score measure 197: “vue” instead of “vie.” 
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POEM TEXT AND TRANSLATION – Continued 
 

VI 
 
6. THÈME 
L’homme combat les choses et les êtres. 
L’homme transforme le « désir » en « amour ».

130
 

 
CHŒUR 
Taille le silex. 
Fond le bronze. 
Martèle le fer. 
Endigue le fleuve. 
Abats les arbres.

131
 

 
Construis la maison.

132
 

Couds la robe.
133

 
Pourchasse le loup. 
Poignard, arc et flèches. 
Creuse la terre. 
 
Lance le bateau. 
Tends la voile. 
Dompte le cheval. 
Et le cours des astres. 
Écris l’histoire.

134
 

 
Et voici l’amour semblable aux mers et aux fleuves. 
Et voici l’amour semblable aux flammes. 
L’amour avec ses courants, ses marées, 
Ses ténèbres. 
 
Et voici l’amour avec ses fers et ses chaînes. 
Et voici l’amour tapis magique. 
L’amour que tue le désir, voici l’ombre,

135
 

Les ténèbres. 

 
 
Man fights the beings and things. 
Man transforms “desire” into “love.” 
 
 
Sharpen the flint. 
Melt the bronze. 
Strike the iron. 
Dam the river. 
Cut down trees. 
 
Build the house. 
Sew the dress. 
Hunt the wolf. 
Dagger, bow and arrow. 
Hollow the earth. 
 
Launch the ship. 
Stretch the sail. 
Master the horse. 
And the course of the stars. 
Write history. 
 
Here is love like seas and rivers. 
Here is love, like flames. 
Love with its currents, its tides, 
Its darkness. 
 
Here is love with its irons and its chains. 
Here is love magic carpet. 
Love that kills desire, here is the shade, 
The darkness. 

 

                                                 
130

 Milhaud reverses the order of the phrases “L’homme combat les choses et les êtres” and  
“L’homme transforme le « désir » en « amour ».” Score measure 206. 

131
 Errata: Score measure 214: “Abat” instead of “Abats.” 

132
 Errata: Score measure 215: “Construit” instead of “Construis.” 

133
 Errata: Score measure 216: “Coud” instead of “Couds.” 

134
 Errata: Score measure 226: “Écrit” instead of “Écris.” 

135
 Errata: Score measure 244: “l’omre” instead of “l’ombre” and “des” instead of “les.” 
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VII 
 
7. THÈME 
L’homme admire ses conquêtes. 
 
SOLO La terre était hostile. 
CHŒUR La terre nous est soumise. 
 
SOLO La terre était aride. 
CHŒUR Moissons aux tendres murmures. 
 
SOLO Nous avons fouillé la terre. 
CHŒUR Charbon, charbon plein de flammes. 
 
SOLO Le fer est notre esclave. 
CHŒUR L’arme, l’outil et la chaîne.

136
 

 
SOLO Nous avons bâti la maison. 
CHŒUR Et la prison ! 
 
SOLO Et le remède aux maladies

137
 

CHŒUR Et l’échafaud ! 
 
SOLO Terre ! Terre ! ô notre domaine 
 À la lumière de ton ciel 
 Nous vivons. 
 Terre ! Terre ! aux saisons diverses 
 Nous avons volé leurs trésors 
 Nous vivons. 
 Terre ! Terre ! à tes créatures 
 Nous avons ajouté les dieux 
 Nous vivons. 
 
CHŒUR Fantômes ! voici les fantômes 
 
SOLO Soleil ! Soleil ! voici les dieux ! 
CHŒUR Et la mort ! 

 
 
Man admires his conquests. 
 
The earth was hostile. 
The earth submitted to us. 
 
The earth was dry. 
Harvests with tender murmurs. 
 
We excavated the earth. 
Coal, coal full of flame. 
 
Iron is our slave. 
The weapon, the tool and the chain. 
 
We have built the house. 
And the prison!  
 
And the cure for the sick 
And the scaffold. 
 
Earth! Earth! O our home 
By the light of your sky 
We live. 
Earth! Earth! From the various seasons 
We have stolen their treasures 
We live. 
Earth! Earth! To your creatures 
We have added the gods 
We live. 
 
Ghosts! Here are the ghosts! 
 
Sun! Sun! Here are the gods! 
And death! 

 
 

                                                 
136

 Errata: Score measure 261: “J’aime” instead of “L’arme.” 
137

 Score measure 266: Milhaud replaces the word “maladies” (sickness) with: “malades” (sick 
people) to fit with the 6/8 meter of the movement. The syllabic stress in “maladies” falls on the last 
syllable, whereas “malades” has the stronger accent on the penultimate syllable. 
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POEM TEXT AND TRANSLATION – Continued 
 

VIII 
 
8. THÈME 
L’Homme combat l’homme. 
 
SOLO Respect aux maîtres. 
 Respect aux dieux. 
 Respect aux ombres. 
 Respect aux morts. 
 
CHŒUR Vivre libre. 
 
SOLO Obéissance ! 
 Courbez le front ! 
 Obéissance ! 
 À deux genoux. 
 
CHŒUR Vivre libre. 
 
SOLO Non. 
 
[Le combat doit s’exprimer par la musique. Toute 
parole ici “indéfriserait” le ridicule.] 

 
 
Man fights man. 
 
Respect to the masters. 
Respect to the gods. 
Respect to the shades. 
Respect to the dead. 
 
To live free. 
 
Obedience! 
Bow your head! 
Obedience! 
On two knees. 
 
To live free. 
 
No. 
 
[The battle must be expressed by the music. Any 
word here would be bordering on the ridiculous.] 

 
IX 

 
9. THÈME 
Joie des ennemis de l’homme.

138
 

 
SOLO J’entends hurler les loups 
CHŒUR Les loups et les corbeaux… 
 
SOLO J’entends monter la mer 
CHŒUR La mer et la forêt. 
 
SOLO À quoi sert le tombeau 
CHŒUR À nourrir la terre.

139
 

 
SOLO Nous pourrions vivre heureux 
CHŒUR Guerre. Guerre et combats. 
 

 
 
Joy of the enemies of man. 
 
I hear the cry of wolves 
Of wolves and of crows… 
 
I hear the rising of the sea 
The sea and the forest. 
 
Of what use is the grave 
To nourish the earth. 
 
We could live happily 
War. War and fighting. 
 

 

                                                 
138

 Errata: Movement IX: Narrator “Theme” is omitted in the musical score. 
139

 Errata: Score measure 308: “ierre” instead of “terre.” 
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POEM TEXT AND TRANSLATION – Continued 
 

SOLO Nous pourrions vivre heureux 
CHŒUR Obéis aux leçons.

140
 

 
SOLO Nous pourrions vivre heureux. 
CHŒUR Nous pourrions vivre heureux 

We could live happily 
Obeying the lessons. 
 
We could live happily. 
We could live happily. 

 
 
 
 
10. THÈME

141
 

L’homme vainqueur des symboles. 

 
CHŒUR Du fond de l’ombre et des abîmes 
 Nous rêvons à toi, ciel d’été 
 Au bon sommeil dans les nuits tièdes 
 Par les astres illuminé. 
 
SOLO L’ombre du temple. 
 
CHŒUR Nous voulons aimer sans mensonge 
 Et marcher le long de chemins 
 Sans nous méfier des autres hommes 
 Sans avoir d’arme dans nos mains. 
 
SOLO Détruis le temple. 
 
CHŒUR Nous avons vu notre visage 
 Par un gai matin de printemps 
 Dans les flaques d’eau transparentes 
 Et dans les miroirs de l’étang. 
 
SOLO Ho ! camarades ! 
 Détruisez le temple et l’idole 
 Tracez les allées du jardin 
 Échangez la clef des langages. 
 La nuit pâlit. 
 
CHŒUR C’est le matin. 

 
 
Man conqueror of symbols. 
 

From the depths of the shade and abysses 
We dream of you, sky of summer 
To the good sleep in the tepid nights 
By the stars illuminated. 
 
Shade of the temple. 
 
We want to love without falsehood 
And to walk along paths 
Without being wary of other men 
Without having a weapon in our hands. 
 
Destroy the temple. 
 
We had seen our face 
By a merry morning of spring 
In the transparent puddle of water 
And the mirrors of the pond. 
 
Ho! Comrades! 
Destroy the temple and the idol 
Map out the garden paths 
Exchange the key of the languages. 
The night fades. 
 
It is the morning. 

 
 

                                                 
140

 Errata: Score measure 314: “Obéir” instead of “Obéis.” 
141

 Milhaud did not set Poem 10 to music. 
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POEM TEXT AND TRANSLATION – Continued 
 

X 
 
11. THÈME 
L’homme réconcilié avec l’homme. 

 
CHŒUR 
Aux lumières du matin, 
Aux sources de la vie, 
Où s’abreuve le destin, 
Vieux cheval des prairies, 
Courons aux bords des fleuves 
Nous laver des cauchemars. 
Voici la journée neuve 
Et son trésor de hasards. 
 
Aux lumières du matin 
S’effilochent les ombres, 
La nuit chargée d’un butin 
D’anciens astres sans nombre. 
Courons aux bords des fleuves 
Nous baigner au fil de l’eau 
Que la terre s’émeuve 
Par la voix de ses échos. 
 
Aux lumières du matin 
Accourez camarades 
Vivre n’est plus incertain 
Chantons tous camarades ! 
Avec nous, camarades,

142
 

Venez aux grandes moissons, 
La terre aux camarades 
Soumet enfin les saisons. 

 
 
Man reconciles with man. 
 
 
By the lights of the morning,  
By the springs of life, 
Where destiny is watered, 
Old horse of the prairies, 
Let us run to the edge of the river 
To wash away our nightmares. 
Here is the new day  
And its treasure of possibilities. 
 
By the lights of the morning 
The shades fray, 
The night filled with the spoils 
Of countless ancient stars. 
Let us run to the river’s edge 
To bathe ourselves in the stream’s current 
That the earth is moving 
By the voice of its echoes. 
 
By the lights of the morning 
Hurry, friends 
To live no more in uncertainty 
Let us all sing comrades! 
With us, comrades,  
Come to the great harvests, 
The earth to the comrades 
Finally surrenders the seasons. 

 

                                                 
142

 “Avec nous, camarades” is not part of Desnos’s poem. Milhaud added the line to the score. 
Score measure 346. 
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APPENDIX B: 
 

TRANSLATIONS OF EDITORIAL NOTES 
 

Excerpts from the foreword to the poem by Marie Claire Dumas
143 

En ces années qui précèdent la guerre, Desnos se 

montre de plus en plus sensible au lien entre la 

musique et la parole. Pour trouver sa pleine 

efficacité, la phrase doit, dans tous les sens du 

terme, se faire musicale – usant à la fois de sa 

propre harmonie et de la musique qui 

l’accompagne. L’écrit se subordonne ainsi à l’oral, 

l’oral au chant : l’opéra devenant, selon la formule 

du poète dans la « Postface » de Fortunes, « la plus 

parfaite expression possible du lyrisme et du 

drame ». Il y eut même, semble-t-il, un projet 

d’opéra avec Edgar Varèse, dont Desnos, dans un 

article de 1927, avait apprécié la première audition 

française d’Amériques. C’est par la cantate que 

Desnos s’est finalement le plus rapproché de son 

objectif. En effet, il écrit sur une partition de Darius 

Milhaud la Cantate pour l’inauguration du Musée 

de l’Homme, qui fut jouée d’abord à Radio-Paris en 

octobre 1937, puis pour l’ouverture du Musée, le 21 

juin 1938. 

During the years preceding the war, Desnos became 

increasingly aware of the link between word and 

music. To realize its full potential, the line of text 

must itself become musical, in every sense of the 

word – making use of both its own harmony and 

accompanying music. The written word is thus 

subordinate to speech, and speech to singing: Opera 

becomes, according to the poet’s formula in the 

“Postface” of Fortunes, “the most perfect 

expression possible of lyricism and drama.” There 

was even, so it seems, an opera project with Edgar 

Varèse, whose Amériques had been well received by 

Desnos in the article he wrote following the work’s 

French premiere in 1927.  But it is through the 

cantata that Desnos came closest to realizing his 

objective. Indeed, he wrote on a score by Darius 

Milhaud the Cantate pour l’inauguration du Musée 

de l’Homme, which was first performed at Radio-

Paris in October 1937, and then for the opening of 

the museum, on 21 June 1938. 

 

                                                 
143

 Robert Desnos and Marie Claire Dumas, Œuvres (Paris: Gallimard, 1999), 798. 
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TRANSLATIONS OF EDITORIAL NOTES – Continued 
 

Footnotes to the first page by Marie Claire Dumas
144 

Cette cantate sur une musique de Darius Milhaud, 

commandée par Georges Henri Rivière, fut  

créée [sic] par l’orchestre de Radio-Lille, le 

11 octobre 1937, sous la direction de Manuel 

Rosenthal, avec Madeline Milhaud comme 

récitante. Elle fut jouée sous la  

direction de Darius Milhaud lors de 

l’ouverture du Musée de l’Homme, 

le 21 juin 1938. 

This cantata with music by Darius Milhaud, 

commissioned by Georges Henri Rivière, was 

performed by the orchestra of Radio-Lille, on 11 

October 1937, under the direction of Manuel 

Rosenthal, with Madeline Milhaud as  

the narrator. The work was performed under the 

direction of Darius Milhaud at the time of the 

opening of the Museum of the Man, 

on 21 June 1938. 

 
 

Editorial footnotes to Theme 2 by Desnos
145 

1. Tout ceci à titre de simple indication, cette partie 

ne devant pas, à mon avis, déborder sur le thème 

principal. Dans cette partie: pas de chœurs. 

1. All this as simple indication, this part should not, 

in my opinion, overpower the principal theme. In 

this part: no choruses. 

 
 

Editorial footnotes to Theme 3 by Desnos
146 

2. Chœurs: a) pour les voix de femmes: des 

vocalises. b) pour les voix d’hommes: des sons à 

bouche fermée et des syllabes rudimentaires, 

par exemple (Rrou, etc.). 

2. Choruses: a) for the female voices: vocalises. 

b) for the male voices: sounds with closed mouth 

and rudimentary syllables,  

for example (Rrou, etc.). 

 
 

                                                 
144

 Ibid., 801. 
145

 Ibid., 802. 
146

 Ibid. 
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APPENDIX C: 
 

GLOSSARY OF MUSICAL TERMS 
 

Animé Lively 

B.F. = bouche fermée Closed mouth, humming 

Basson Bassoon 

Batterie Percussion 

Caisse claire Snare drum 

Caisse roulante
147

 
Grove Music Online: A tenor drum.

148
 

Dolmetsch: Side drum, usually rather long in the body.
149

 
Goldenberg: Tenor drum.

150
 

Cédez To yield and slowly fade, hold back, slow down 

Cymbales Cymbals 

Décidé With decision, firmly, resolutely 

Hautbois Oboe 

Modéré Moderately 

Mouvement Tempo; speed; return to the original tempo 

                                                 
147

 “Tenor Drum and Field Drum: In American practice it seems clear that of these two deeper 
drums, the field drum has snares and the tenor drum does not. Other nations have other traditions, and 
especially with such terms as tamburo rullante, caisse roulante, or Rührtrommel, it is not always entirely 
clear in a particular composition which instrument is intended. Sometimes the composer helps by 
specifying: caisse roulante avec cordes, for example.” Orchestral Music Online, 
http://www.orchestralmusic.com/search/search_tips.shtml (accessed 18 October 2010). 

148
 Laura Macy, ed., “Caisse roulante,” in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 

<http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/subscriber/search_results?q=Caisse+rou
lante&button_search.x=31&button_search.y=13&button_search=search&search=quick&source=omo_gmo
(accessed 19 October 2010). 

149
 Dolmetsch defines tenor drum as “caisse sourde.” Dolmetsch Online, http://www.dolmetsch. 

com/defsc.htm (accessed 19 February 2010). 
150

 Morris Goldenberg, Modern School for Snare Drum (Alfred Music Publishing, 2002), 87-88. 
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GLOSSARY OF MUSICAL TERMS – Continued 
 

Prenez la Grande Flûte Take the large (transverse) flute 

Prenez la Pte Fl Prenez la Petite Flûte = Take the piccolo flute 

Rauque Husky, hoarse 

Récitante Narrator 

Tambourin provençal Tabor-drum of Provence.
151

 

Timbales Timpani 

Tranquillo Calm 

Trémolo en roulant la langue Flutter tongue 

 
 

                                                 
151

 According to Harms Historical Percussion, “the tambourin, or tambourin provençale, is the 
largest of all the tabors, standing 24"-30" high, and with a diameter of 14"-16". The skins are thin calf on 
the snare side (which is the side that is struck) and goat on the other. The stick, or massetto, can be up to 
16" long and is made of three different materials glued together. A thin wooden shank ends with a tip made 
of ivory or bone. The butt end is made of hard wood and is shaped like an egg. The tambourin should 
ideally be tuned to the dominant of the key of the musical piece being played. Instruction books stress that 
it should not sound like a military drum. The sound should instead evoke that made by the evening locust 
(Fr. cigale), the loosely-tensioned snare providing the “buzz” of the locust. The rhythms played can be 
quite complex, especially considering the fact that the player is playing the pipe – with different rhythms, 
of course – at the same time. The pipe is called a galoubet; the player of the pipe-and-tabor combination is 
called a tambourinaire. There is an extensive folk literature as well as many compositions written for the 
tambourinaire.” For comprehensive information regarding this instrument refer to Morris Goldenberg, 
Modern School for Snare Drum (Alfred Music Publishing, 2002), 87-88, and Harms Historical Percussion, 
http://www.harmsperc.com/ttabors.htm (accessed 19 February 2010). 
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APPENDIX D: 
 

ERRATA152 
 

# Movement    
& Measure 

Voice
153

 
Part 

Error Correction Notes 

1  I: 19  A  fin  feu “fin” = end; “feu” = fire: most likely a 
typographical error that should be corrected 
for performance. 

2  I: 31  A  neau  vaisseau “neau” is not a word; “vaisseau” = vessel: 
typographical error that should be corrected 
for performance. 

3  V: 182  S  homme  hommes “homme” = singular of “hommes” = men: 
typographical error, no audible difference. 

4  V: 197  A  vue  vie “vue” = vision; “vie” = life: most likely a 
typographical error that should be corrected 
for performance. 

5  VI: 214  SATB  Abat  Abats “abat” – third person singular present 
indicative of “abattre” = to pull down; “abats” 
– imperative of “abattre.” Although there is 
no audible difference between the two, the 
meaning of the text is significantly altered by 
replacing the imperative with the present 
indicative. 

6  VI: 215  AB  Construit  Construis “construit” – third person singular present 
indicative of “construire” = to build; 
“contruis” – imperative of “construire.” 
Although there is no audible difference 
between the two, the meaning of the text is 
significantly altered by replacing the 
imperative with the present indicative. 

7  VI: 216  ST  Coud  Couds “coud” – third person singular present 
indicative of “coudre” = to pull down; 
“couds” – imperative of “coudre.” Although 
there is no audible difference between the 
two, the meaning of the text is significantly 
altered by replacing the imperative with the 
present indicative. 

 

                                                 
152

 This list of errata compiled by Lucik Aprahamian after comparing Desnos’s published poem 
(not the manuscript), and the text in Milhaud’s score. 

153
 Voice parts: Soprano – S; Alto – A; Tenor – T; Bass – B. 
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ERRATA – Continued 
 

8  VI: 226  SATB  Écrit  Écris “écrit” – third person singular present 
idicative of “écrire” = to write; “écris” – 
imperative of “écrire.” Although there is no 
audible difference between the two, the 
meaning of the text is significantly altered by 
replacing the imperative with the present 
indicative. 

9  VI: 244  T  l’omre  l’ombre “omre” is not a word; “ombre” = shadow, 
spirit, shade. Typographical error that should 
be corrected for performance. 

10  VI: 244  T  des  les “des” = plural form of un/une; “les” = the 
(plural masculine). Most likely a 
typographical error that should be corrected 
for performance. Although not grammatically 
incorrect, it is different than the text found in 
the poem, and it does not match 
corresponding text in the other voice parts in 
the score. 

11  VII: 261  TB  J’aime  L’arme “j’aime” = I love; “l’arme” = the weapon. A 
typographical error that should be corrected 
for performance as it significantly alters the 
meaning of the text. 

12  IX  Narrator  text missing
154

  Joie des ennemis    
 de l’homme 

Typographical error. The missing text can be 
recited before the music commences at the 
beginning of Movement IX similar to the 
other movements. 

13  IX: 308  SAT  ierre  terre “ierre” is not a word; “terre” = earth. A 
typographical error that should be corrected 
for performance. 

14  IX: 314  SAT  Obéir  Obéis “obéir” = to build – infinitive; “obéis” – 
imperative of “obéir.” Although there is no 
audible difference between the two when they 
are spoken alone or followed by a word 
beginning in a consonant, in this case the 
word is followed by “aux.” Eliding the two 
words will result in the tense of the verb being 
clearly audible, thereby altering the meaning 
of the text significantly for the audience as 
well as the performers. 

                                                 
154

 All other movements have the Theme at the beginning, which the Narrator recites. The Theme 
of this movement is missing in Milhaud’s score. 
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APPENDIX E: 
 

INSTRUMENTATION 
 

Instrumentation Additional Notes 

Récitante 

Narrator: The score lists “La Récitante” – the female form of the noun – indicating 
that a woman should perform the role, and would thereby distinguish her from the 
central character, “Man.” The Narrator only has spoken text and is not notated in any 
clef. 

SATB Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass throughout – no divisi 

Flûte Flute: doubles on piccolo in Movement VII 

Hautbois Oboe 

Saxophone Alto in E♭ 

Basson Bassoon 

Piano Piano 

Mime 

Although not included in the score, Desnos asks for a mime to act out Poem 4. Famed 
mime Jean-Louis Barrault first portrayed the role for the inaugural performance. As 
the mime represents the character of “Man,” the mime should be a man. The type of 
miming should reflect the pre-war style of the art-form, i.e., a simple combination of 
abstract and literal gestures. The use of the iconic Parisian mime “look” made famous 
by Barrault and Marceau in the post-war 1940s would be incorrect. Desnos died in 
1945 and did not ever see this costume style. Plain black clothes and no makeup 
would suffice for this role.

155
 

Batterie Percussion 

2 Cymbales 

Indication in the score is for two hand-held crash cymbals, not suspended cymbals, 
but in Movement VI measures 226 and 228 there is an indication for the cymbal to be 
struck with a mallet. Because of the quick rhythmic writing, it is recommended that a 
suspended cymbal be used in addition to the two hand-held cymbals. 

 

                                                 
155

 Annette Lust, From the Greek Mimes to Marcel Marceau and Beyond: Mimes, Actors, 
Pierrots, and Clowns: A Chronicle of the Many Visages of Mime in the Theatre (Lanham, Md: Scarecrow 
Press, 2000). Tucson mime artist Rick Wamer performed the role of the mime in my lecture recital and 
advised me on this topic. Rick Wamer is the artistic director of The School for Mime Theatre in Gambier, 
Ohio, and Theatrical Mime Theatre in Tucson, Arizona. He studied with Marcel Marceau and later became 
his assistant. 
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INSTRUMENTATION – Continued 
 

Timbales 

4 kettledrums set at GADF (lowest to highest) to begin. 
Pitches played by movement: 

I: D, F 
II, III, IV: Tacet 
V: G 
VI: C, E♭ 
VII: D 
VIII: G, D 
IX: Tacet 
X: A, C♯ 

Caisse Claire Snare drum 

Caisse Roulante Tenor drum recommended
156

 

Tambourin Provençal Long drum recommended
157

 

 

                                                 
156

 See Appendix C. 
157

 See Appendix C. 
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APPENDIX F: 
 

INSTRUMENTATION PER MOVEMENT 
 

  I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X 

La Récitante ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

SATB ✓ - ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Flûte ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓+Pfl ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Hautbois ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Saxophone ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Basson ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Piano ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Batterie ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ 
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APPENDIX G: 
 

PUBLICATION INFORMATION FOR FIRST PERFORMANCE OF  
CANTATE DE L’HOMME 

 

Source Catalogue Editor  Publication First Performance 

Notes Without Music
158

 Elena Fels Noth 1953 Paris Conservatory 
(no date available) 

Ma vie heureuse
159

 Georges Beck 1973 Paris Conservatory 
(no date available) 

Darius Milhaud
160

 Paul Collaer 1982 
Radio Paris 
October 11, 1937 
Dir.: Manuel Rosenthal 

Darius Milhaud
161

 
Madeleine Milhaud and 
Jane Hohfeld Galante 1988 

Radio Paris 
October 11, 1937 
Dir.: Manuel Rosenthal 

Œuvres
162

 Marie Claire Dumas 1999 
Radio-Lille 
October 11, 1937 
Dir.: Manuel Rosenthal 

 

                                                 
158

 Darius Milhaud, Notes Without Music, An Autobiography (New York: Knopf, 1953), 340. 
159

 Darius Milhaud, Ma vie heureuse (Paris: Éditions Belfond, 1973), 302. 
160

 Paul Collaer, Darius Milhaud (Paris: Éditions Slatkine, 1982), 482. 
161

 Paul Collaer, Darius Milhaud, ed. and trans. Jane Hohfeld Galante (San Francisco: San 
Francisco Press, 1988), 307. 

162
 Robert Desnos and Marie Claire Dumas, Œuvres (Paris: Gallimard,), 801. 
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APPENDIX H: 
 

LEAGUE OF COMPOSERS CONCERT PROGRAM163 
 

AUDITORIUM OF                             SUNDAY EVENING 
               THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART                   December 29th, 1946 
                      11 West 53rd Street                                    at 8:30 

 
 

T H E   L E A G U E   O F   C O M P O S E R S 
 

twenty-fourth season 1946-47 
 

PROGRAM OF CANTATAS BY DARIUS MILHAUD 
 

Performed for the first time in the United States 
 

The composer will conduct and comment on the program 
 

__________ 
 

Assisting Artists 
 

MADELEINE MILHAUD, diseuse  CAROLYN BLAKESLEE, soprano 
BERNICE FRIES, soprano DORIS OKERSON, contralto 
EARL BLAKESLEE, tenor FRANCIS BARNARD, baritone 
 FRED ROGOSIN, baritone 

 
SAMUEL BARON, flute    ALFRED BREUNING, violin 
R. RAY STILL, oboe    NORMAN LAMB, viola 
CHARLES SCHIFF, clarinet    MADELINE FOLEY, cello 
FREDERICK MUELLER, bassoon   PETER RICKETT, contrabass 
LUCIUS PATTERSON, french horn    JOHN LA MONTAINE, piano 
JOSEPH WINNER, saxophone    ELAINE V. JONES, percussion 

 
 

I 
 

LES AMOURS DE RONSARD  (Pierre Ronsard 1524-1585) 
  1. La Rose     2. La Tourterelle     3. L'Aubépin     4. Le Rossignol 
 

II 
 

CANTATE POUR L'INAUGURATION DU MUSEE DE L'HOMME 
      Text by ROBERT DESNOS 
 

__________ 
 

INTERMISSION 
__________ 

 

                                                 
163

 Copy of program obtained from Special Collections at Mills College. 
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LEAGUE OF COMPOSERS CONCERT PROGRAM – Continued 

 

III 
 

ADAGES    Text by ANDRÉ DE RICHAUD 
 

IV 
 
PAN ET LA SYRINX  Verses by DE PIIS AND PAUL CLAUDEL 
1. Nocturne     2. Pan et Syrinx (baritone solo, FRANCIS BARNARD) 
3. Nocturne II   4. L’Invention de la Gamme (soprano solo, CAROLYN BLAKESLEE) 
5. Nocturne III      6. La Danse de Pan 
 

__________ 
 

On Sunday evening, January 12th, the League will celebrate the Fifth 
Anniversary of the Koussevitzky Music Foundation with a program of chamber music 
commissioned by this Foundation. Works by Bergsma, Foss, Haieff and Palmer will 
be performed by Benar Heifetz, ‘cellist, Erich Itor-Kahn, pianist, and The Walden 
String Quartet, in residence at Cornell University. Following the concert, there will 
be a reception in honor of Serge Koussevitzky. 
 

On Sunday evening, February 9th, at the New York Times Hall, the League 
of Composers will present Angel Reyes and Jacques de Menasce in a program of 
sonatas for violin and piano by Prokofiev, Milhaud, de Menasce and Irving Fine. 
 

A League of Composers record of Bartok’s Sonata No. 2 for violin and 
piano, played by Tossy Spivakovsky and Arthur Balsam, is now available at a special 
price to League members. 
 

Membership in the League of Composers can be secured by writing to the 
League Office 130 West 56th Street, New York 19, N.Y. 

 
Steinway Piano 
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APPENDIX I: 
 

LIST OF VOCAL WORKS164 

TITLE OPUS DATE OF 
COMPOSITION  

Solo voice 
Solo voice: unaccompanied 
Vocalise op. 105 1928 

    
Solo voice: with piano 
Sept poèmes de la  
connaissance de l’est 

op. 7 1912-1913
165

 

Alissa op. 9 1913 

Trois poèmes en prose de 
Lucile de Chateaubriand 

op. 10 1913 

Quatre poèmes de Léo Latil op. 20 1914 

Poème du Gitanjali op. 22 1914 

Quatre poèmes de Paul 
Claudel pour baryton 

op. 26 1915-1917 

D’un cahier inédit du journal 
d’Eugénie de Guérin 

op. 27 1915 

Deux poèmes d’amour op. 30 1915 

Deux poèmes de Coventry Patmore op. 31 1915 

Poèmes juifs op. 34 1916 

Child Poems op. 36 1916 

Chansons bas op. 44 1917 

Deux petits airs op. 51 1918 

Les soirées de Petrograde op. 55 1919 

Trois poèmes de Jean Cocteau op. 59 1920 

Catalogue de fleurs op. 60 1920 

                                                 
164

 All headings and titles are taken from catalogue information compiled from the following two 
sources: Paul Collaer, Darius Milhaud (Paris: Éditions Slatkine, 1982), 454-506. Paul Collaer, Darius 
Milhaud, ed. and trans. Jane Hohfeld Galante (San Francisco: San Francisco Press, 1988), 286-315. For 
detailed information including scoring, duration, commission, and publication dates, please refer to these 
sources. 

165
 Dates appearing with a dash, for example 1940-1941, indicate that the work was composed 

over that range of time. In works that contain two dates separated by a comma, as in the case of Deux 
poèmes, each piece was composed in a separate year. 
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LIST OF VOCAL WORKS – Continued 
 

Solo voice with piano – Continued 
 

Poème op. 73 1921 

Six chants populaires hébraïques op. 86 1925 

Deux hymnes op. 88 1925 

Prières journalières à l’usage                           
des juifs du Comtat Venaissin 

op. 96 1927 

Liturgie comtadine op. 125 1933 

Deux chansons op. 128d 1933 

Trois chansons de négresse op. 148b 1935-1936 

Six chansons de théâtre op. 151b 1936 

Trois chansons de troubadour op. 152b 1936 

Cinq chansons op. 167 1936-1937 

Chansons du carnaval de Londres op. 171b 1937 

Chansons du capitaine;  
La java de la femme 

op. 173b 1937 

Holem tsaudi – Gam hayom op. 179 1937 

Le voyage d’été op. 216 1940 

Quatre chansons de Ronsard op. 223 1940-1941 

Rêves op. 233 1942 

La libération des Antilles op. 246 1944 

Chants de misère op. 265 1946 

Trois poèmes op. 276 1947 

Ballade nocturne op. 296 1949 

Petites légendes op. 319 1952 

Fontaines et sources op. 352 1956 

Les quatre éléments op. 189 1956 

Tristesses op. 335 1956 

L’amour chante op. 409 1964 
     

Solo voice: pieces for children 
Récréation op. 195 1938 
    

Solo voice: with organ (or piano) 
Cinq prières op. 231c 1942 
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LIST OF VOCAL WORKS – Continued 
 

Solo voice – Continued 
 

Solo voice: with chamber ensemble
166

   

Machines agricoles op. 56 1919 

Catalogue de fleurs op. 60 1920 

Caramel mou op. 68 1920 

Cocktail op. 69 1920 

Quatre poèmes de Catulle op. 80 1923 

Couronne de gloire op. 211 1940 

Adieu op. 410 1964 

    
Solo voice: with orchestra 
Psaume 129 op. 53b 1919 

Six chants populaires hébraïques op. 86 1925 

Liturgie comtadine op. 125 1933 

Trois chansons de négresse op. 148c 1936-1937 

Cinq chansons op. 167 1937 

Cantate nuptiale op. 168 1937 

Chansons de l’opéra du gueux op. 171 1937 

Chansons du carnaval de Londres op. 171b 1937 

Quatre chansons de Ronsard op. 223 1940-1941 

Les quatre éléments op. 189b 1956 

Fontaines et sources op. 352 1956 

Cantate de psaumes op. 425 1967 

    
Spoken voice: with chamber ensemble 
Cantate de l’enfant et de la mère op. 185 1938 

Suite de quatrains op. 398 1962 

                                                 
166

 The instrumentations for “chamber ensemble” and “orchestra” are different for each work. For 
a detailed list of instrumentation please see Collaer’s or Galante’s catalogues. 
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LIST OF VOCAL WORKS – Continued 
 

Solo voice – Continued 
 

Two voices 

Two voices: with strings 
Trois élégies op. 199 1939 

   
Two voices: with orchestra   

Prends cette rose op. 183 1937 

Les quatre éléments op. 189 1938 

Hommage à Comenius op. 421 1966 

 
 

Unaccompanied vocal ensemble 

Unaccompanied vocal ensemble: women’s quartet (or chorus)
167

 
Deux élégies romaines op. 114 1932 

Devant sa main nue op. 122 1933 
   

Unaccompanied vocal ensemble: mixed quartet (or chorus) 
Deux poèmes op. 39 1916, 1919 

Deux poèmes de Cendrars op. 113 1932 

Cantique du Rhône op. 155 1936 

Six sonnets composés au secret op. 266 1946 

Deux poèmes op. 347 1955 

   

Unaccompanied vocal ensemble: men’s chorus 
Psaume 126  op. 72  1921 

Incantations  op. 201 1939 

                                                 
167

 The alternate performing forces for Milhaud’s works are indicated on his scores and appear in 
Collaer’s catalogue as well. 
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LIST OF VOCAL WORKS – Continued 
 

Unaccompanied vocal ensemble – Continued 
 

Unaccompanied vocal ensemble: mixed chorus 
Cantate de la paix  op. 166  1937 

Main tendue à tous  op. 169  1937 

Les deux cités  op. 170  1937 

Quatrains valaisans  op. 206  1939 

Cantate de la guerre  op. 213  1940 

Naissance de Vénus  op. 292  1949 

Trois psaumes de David  op. 339  1954 

Huit poèmes de Jorge Guillen  op. 371  1958 

Traversée  op. 393  1961 

Promesse de Dieu  op. 438  1971-1972 

Les momies d’Egypte  op. 439  1972 

 
 

Accompanied vocal ensemble 

Accompanied vocal ensemble: vocal quartet and chamber ensemble 
L’annonce faite à Marie op. 117 1932 

Adages op. 120b 1932 

Pan et la Syrinx op. 130 1934 

Les amours de Ronsard op. 132 1934 

Cantate pour l’inauguration                              
du Musée de l’Homme 

op. 164 1937 

Suite de sonnets op. 401 1963 

    
Accompanied vocal ensemble: five voices and orchestra 
Le retour de l’enfant prodigue op. 42 1917 

    
Accompanied vocal ensemble: three-part women’s chorus and chamber ensemble 
Cantata from Proverbs  op. 310  1951 

    
Accompanied vocal ensemble: women’s chorus and orchestra 

Invocation à l’ange Raphael  op. 395  1962 
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LIST OF VOCAL WORKS – Continued 
 

Accompanied vocal ensemble – Continued 
 

Accompanied vocal ensemble: mixed chorus and orchestra (or chamber ensemble) 
Cantate pour louer le Seigneur  op. 103  1928 

La mort du tyran  op. 116  1932 

Les amours de Ronsard  op. 132  1934 

Magali  op. 194  1938 

Barba Garibo op. 298  1949-1950 

Le château de feu  op. 338  1950 

La tragédie humaine  op. 369  1958 

Cantate sur des poèmes de Chaucer  op. 386  1960 

Cantate de l’initiation  op. 388  1960 

Caroles  op. 402  1963 

 
Accompanied vocal ensemble: soloist, mixed chorus, and organ 
Borechou-Schema Israel  op. 239  1944 

Kaddish  op. 250  1945 

Service sacré  op. 279  1947 

L’Choh Dodi  op. 290  1948 

Cantata from Job  op. 413  1965-1966 

   
Accompanied vocal ensemble: soloist, mixed chorus, and orchestra 
Psaume 136 op. 53 1918 

La sagesse  op. 141  1935 

Service sacré op. 279  1947 

Miracles de la foi  op. 314  1951 

Le mariage de la feuille et du cliché  op. 357  1956 

Cantate de la croix de charité  op. 381  1959 

Pacem in terris  op. 404  1963 

Ani Maamin, 
un chant perdu et retrouve 

op. 441  1972 
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LIST OF VOCAL WORKS – Continued 
 

Accompanied vocal ensemble – Continued 
 

Accompanied vocal ensemble: children’s chorus and organ 
Service pour la veille du Sabbat  op. 345  1955 

    
Accompanied vocal ensemble: soloist, mixed choir and piano (or a small ensemble of 
violins and violoncellos) 
A propos de bottes  op. 118  1932 

Un petit peu de musique  op. 119  1932 

Un petit peu d’exercice  op. 133  1934 
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APPENDIX J: 
 

REPRODUCTION PERMISSION FOR CANTATE DE L’HOMME 
POETRY EXAMPLES168 

 

AUTORISATION nº 1160          Paris, le 1er juin 2009 
 
 
     Madame Lucik Aprahamian 
     5755 East River Road 
     #2903 
     TUCSON, ARIZONA 
     85750 
     ÉTATS-UNIS 
 
 

Chère Madame, 
 

En réponse à votre courriel de 14 avril 2009 et comme suite à notre échange de correspondance, nous vous 
donnons notre accord pour reproduire dans votre thèse de doctorat intitulée Darius Milhaud’s Cantate pour 
l’inauguration du Musée de l’Homme : An Examination of Performance Practices and Contemporary 
Solutions, que vous allez soutenir à The University of Arizona, le texte suivant : 
 
Robert Desnos, « Cantate pour l’inauguration du Musée de l’Homme » recueilli dans Fortunes 
 
Cette autorisation vous est accordée à titre non exclusif, pour une reproduction en français, sous forme 
graphique seulement, à la condition que figurent en bonne place les référence d’usage : nom de l’auteur, 
titre de l’œuvre dont le texte est issu, suivi de la mention © Éditions Gallimard. 
 
Cette autorisation vous est accordée pour cette seule reproduction dans votre thèse, et pour un tirage de 
celle-ci limité au nombre d’exemplaires requis par The University of Arizona. Si votre étude devait être 
commercialisée, un nouvel accord devrait intervenir entre nous. 
 
Nous vous prions de croire, Chère Madame, à l’expression de nos sentiments le meilleurs. 

 
 
 
      Solène CARER 
      e-mail : solene.carer@gallimard. fr 

                                                 
168

 Translation of letter: In response to your email of 14 April 2009 and according to our 
correspondence, we give you our agreement to reproduce in your doctoral thesis titled Darius Milhaud’s 
Cantate pour l’inauguration du Musée de l’Homme, op. 164: An Examination of Performance Practices 
and Contemporary Solutions, which you will support at The University of Arizona, the following text: 
Robert Desnos, “Cantate pour l’inauguration du Musée de l’Homme” collected in Fortunes. This 
authorization is granted to you on a purely nonexclusive basis, for a French reproduction, in graphic form 
only, with the condition that it appear in the references in a visible place: author’s name, title of the work 
where the text is found, followed by mention of © Éditions Gallimard. This authorization is granted to you 
for this only reproduction in your thesis, and for this one-time use of examples required by The University 
of Arizona. If your study were to be marketed, a new agreement should be made between us. 
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APPENDIX K: 
 

REPRODUCTION PERMISSION FOR CANTATE DE L’HOMME 
MUSICAL EXAMPLES 

 

December 2, 2010 

Dear Lucik, 
  
We can hereby authorize you to reproduce some excerpts of the following work for use in your thesis for 
your doctoral degree in music. 
  
CANTATE POUR L’INAUGURATION DU MUSEE DE L’HOMME op.164 
Author : Robert Desnos 
Composer : Darius Milhaud 
© 1937 Éditions Salabert 
  
This reproduction is authorized on the following conditions: 
  
- Only an extract of the work “Cantate pour l’inauguration du Musée de l’Homme” can be reproduced in 
your thesis and not the entire work 
- The copyright credit must appear on this work and indicate from which work the extract has been taken 
- The mention “With the kind authorization of les Éditions Salabert” must be added 
- A copy of the dissertation must be provided for our library 
  
This authorization is given to you free of charges, and excludes the right to sell this dissertation by any 
means whatsoever including through a university library or online. 
  
Sincerely Yours, 
  
Sophie Parra d'Andert 
16, rue des Fossés Saint Jacques 
75005 Paris 
Tel: 01 44 41 94 43 
Fax: 01 44 41 92 27 
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APPENDIX L: 
 

CANTATE DE L’HOMME COMMERCIAL RECORDING INFORMATION 
 

Recording: Œuvres pour quatuor vocal et instruments 
 
Information on this recording can be obtained from the Mills College library through special collections 
(call number 784.3 M644oCD) through the link to this record: http://library.mills.edu/record=b1144759~S6 
as well as through the link http://claudet.club.fr/Terezin/Disques/Adda581292.html 

 
Record company: Adda 581292 
Recording Date: July 1991-November 1991 
Recording Location: Radio France 
 
Contents: 
 Adages, op. 20 
 Les amours de Ronsard, op. 132 
 Suite de sonnets, op. 401 
 Cantate de l'Homme, op. 164 
 
Performers: 
 Ensemble Erwartung, Bernard Desgraupes, director  
 Anne Constantin, soprano 
 Florence Katz, mezzo-soprano  
 Herve Lamy, tenor 
 Laurent Naouri, baritone 
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APPENDIX M: 
 

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN LUCIK APRAHAMIAN AND ALICE LEMAIRE 
 

From Alice Lemaire sent on Wednesday Nov 26, 2008 at 4:02 a.m. 
 
Dear Lucik Aprahamian, 
 
We acknowledge receipt of your message about Darius Milhaud and his “Cantate pour l'inauguration du 
Musée de l'Homme.” I found in the archives that the cantate [sic] was performed on June 20, 1938 at 11 
p.m. in the conference room on the first floor, not in the reading-room. The work was also on the radio on 
the same day. I hope that this information will help you. Please do not hesitate to contact me again for 
further requests. 
 
With regards, 
Alice Lemaire 
 
 
From Alice Lemaire sent on Thursday, Nov 27, 2008 at 8:42 a.m.  

Hello Lucik, 
 
The square meter record of the actual conference and cinema room is 180 m2. As a concert room, I suppose 
you can say it’s a small one... 
Hoping this information will help you, 
 
Best regards, 
Alice Lemaire 
 
Bibliothèque centrale du Muséum national d'histoire naturelle 
Service des manuscrits et archives 
manuscrits.archives@mnhn.fr 
Tel : 01.40.79.80.48 
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